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Introduction
Suppose that

G(F) is a real or p-adic group.

T h a t is, G is a connected reductive algebraic

group over a local field F, which we take to be of characteristic 0. Harmonic analysis

G(F) is built upon the set IItemp(G(F)) of irreducible tempered representations of
G(F). These representations include the discrete series for G(F), and consist in general

on

of irreducible constituents of representations induced from discrete series. We shall be
interested in the subset of elliptic representations in IItemp(G(F)). The elliptic tempered
representations also include the discrete series, and can be regarded as basic building
blocks in Htemp(G(F)). The purpose of this paper is to study some properties of their
characters.
We should recall that in general a representation ~rEIItemp(G(F)) is infinite dimensional, and does not have a character in the classical sense. One of the cornerstones of
(1) Supported in part by NSERC Operating Grant A3483
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the work of Harish-Chandra was his theory of characters of infinite dimensional representations. In general, the character of lr is first defined as a distribution

O(Tr,f)=tr(/C(F) f(x)~r(x)dx), f 6C~(G(F)),
which can then be identified with a function on

G(F). In other

words,

O(r, f) = IV(F)f(x)O(~r,x) dx, f 6 C~(G(F)),
where O(lr, x) is a locally integrable function on

G(F) that

is smooth on the open dense

subset Greg(F) of regular elements. The elliptic representations IItemp,ell(G(F)) are the
ones for which O(lr, x) does not vanish on the elliptic set in Grog(F). We would like to
study the functions
O(Tr, 7) = ID(7)J1/20(r, ~'),

r e IItemp, ell(a(F)), 7 6 areg(F),

where
0 ( 7 ) = d e t ( 1 - Ad(7))g/~.
is the Weyl discriminant.
In w we shall discuss the classification of elliptic tempered representations. This is
well known for real groups, and is based in general on standard results. The problem is essentially that of decomposing an induced representation 2:p(a), where P(F)---M(F)N(F)
is a parabolic subgroup and a is an irreducible tempered representation of the Levi component M(F). In fact it is enough to treat the case that a is square integrable, modulo
the split component AM(F) of the center of M ( F ) . Let W~ be the set of elements in
the Weyl group of (G, AM) which stabilize a. For every element w6W~, one can define
a (normalized) self-intertwining operator R(w,a) of ~p(O'). The group W~ itself has a
decomposition

W~=W" ~R~,
where W~ is generated by reflections, and consists of elements w6Wa such that the
operator R(w, ~) is a multiple of the identity. It is the complementary subgroup Ra
which determines the decomposition of :Tp(a). This is because the operators R(w,a),

w6R~, are known to be

a C-basis of the space of self-intertwining operators of :Tp(a).

Suppose for a moment that the map

w-~R(w,a),

were,
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is a homomorphism. The basis theorem then yields a bijection Q--*ne, from the set {Q}
of irreducible representations of R~ onto the set of irreducible constituents of Ip(a). To
describe which of the representations ~re are elliptic, we introduce a subset R~, reg of R~.
The group R~ acts on a real vector space

aM = Hom(X(M)F, R).
We define R., reg to be the subset of elements in R . which leave pointwise invariant only
the subspace a c of

Zp(a)

aM.

In Proposition 2.1 we shall see that the elliptic constituents of

correspond to the irreducible characters
0(o,r) =tr(Q(r)),

r 9 Ra,

of R~ which do not vanish on R~, reg. Proposition 2.1 actually applies to the general case,
in which the map

r~R(r, a) is only a

projective representation of R~. To deal with this

complication, we take a suitable central extension

1--.Z~--,~--,R~-,1
of the R-group. The correspondence Q--~Tr0 then carries over verbatim, except that 0 now
ranges over irreducible representations of . ~ with a fixed central character on Z~. The
classification of elliptic tempered representations follows. There is a bijection between
IItemp, ell(G(F)) and the set of G(F)-orbits of triplets
~r --- (M, a, e),
where Q is an irreducible representation of R~, with a certain central character Xg 1 on
Z , , such that 0(e) does not vanish on

Ro, reg.

With the preliminary discussion of w out of the way, we will turn to our study of
characters. One of the simplest questions to describe concerns orthogonality relations.
Suppose that ~r0 and lr~, are two irreducible constituents of the induced representation
Zp(a). Given the characters O(~r~) and O(r~), we can form the elliptic inner product

E IW(G(F)' T(F))I-1 slfm(F)[AG(F) ID(7)lO(lr~' 7)O(~r~

7) dT,

(1)

(T}
where T runs over G(F)-conjugacy classes of elliptic maximal tori, and d7 is the norrealized Haar measure on

T(F)/AG(F).

The problem is to express this inner product in

terms of the characters 0(~) and 0(Q~). In Corollary 6.3 we shall show that it equals a
parallel inner product
IR,,I -~

Id(r)lO(~,r)O(d,r)

~
r CcR a ,

reg

(1")
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on the R-group, in which

d(r) -- det(1--r)aM/aC.
The analogy of d(r) with the Weyl discriminant is rather remarkable. It is a further
example of a general correspondence between objects on G(F) and objects on the Rgroup.
The identity of (1) with (1") suggests a different point of view. Instead of irreducible
representations o f / ~ we ought to be working with conjugacy classes. Let T(G) be the
set of G(F)-orbits of triplets

T----(M,a,r),
with M and a as above, and r an element in R~. Set

Ten(G) equal to the subset of orbits

for which r lies in R~, reg- For any such r, define
O(T, f ) = tr(R(r,

a)Zp(a, f)),

f 9 C~(G(F)),

where/~(., a) is the representation of Ra obtained from the projective representation
R(-, a). Then O(T) is a virtual tempered character, in that it is a finite linear combination of irreducible tempered characters. The subset {O(~-):reTell(G)} presumably spans
the space of virtual characters which are super"temperedin the sense Harish-Chandra [22].
In any case, each distribution O(v) is represented by a locally integrable function O(T, X)
on G(F). The identity of (1) and (1") will be a consequence of Corollary 6.2, which
establishes orthogonality relations for the functions
O(T,'7) =

ID(7)jl/20(T, 7),

r e Tez2(G), 7 9 Greg(F)-

(In the paper we shall actually define T(G) to be a slightly smaller set, by discarding
certain triplets T for which O(T) vanishes identically.)
The orthogonality relations (as well as most of the other results of the paper) will
ultimately be consequences of the local trace formula introduced in [11]. The local trace
formula can be regarded as an expansion of a certain distribution Iaisc(f', f ) in terms
of weighted orbited integrals and weighted characters. Notice that there are two test
functions f' and f, which we take to be in the Hecke algebra TI(G(F)) on G(F). The
distribution/disc is defined by an elementary, but not uninteresting, linear combination
of irreducible characters. The weighted orbital integrals and weighted characters are
transcendental objects, related to noninvariant harmonic analysis on G(F). We shall
discuss the local trace formula in w and w The virtual characters O(~-) are made to
order for this purpose. In Proposition 3.1 we shall convert the definition [11, w of
/disc (f', f ) into a simple expansion

Idisc(f t, f) = f i(T)O(T V, f')O(T, f) dT
J
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in terms of these virtual characters, where r v =(M, ~v, r) denotes the contragredient of

T----(M,0, r). In w we shall convert the (noninvariant) trace formula of [11] into a local
trace formula whose terms are all invariant distributions on Tl(G(F))x 7-l(G(F)). As a
bi-product of this discussion, we will obtain a local proof in Corollary 5.3 of the theorem
of Kazhdan, which asserts that the invariant orbital integrals

IG(~,f)=lD("f)li/2 f
f(x-l'yx)dx,
Jc ~(F)\C(F)
on

~EGreg(F),

f ET-I(G(F)),

G(F)

are supported on characters.
The invariant orbital integrals IG(% f ) belong to a more general family of invariant
distributions

IM(~/,f),

M c G, ~/eGreg(F)nM(F),

attached to the (noninvariant) weighted orbital integrals

JM(% f) = ID(~)I 1/2

fC~(F)\C(F)/(X--I'~X)VM(X)
dx.

These invariant distributions are the primary terms of the invariant local trace formula.
(They play a similar role in the global trace formula [5].) One of the principal results
of this paper is a formula (Theorem 5.1) for IM(')', f) when f is a cuspidal function.
Suppose that ~ is a G-regular element in the elliptic set of the Levi subgroup M(F). The
formula is then an expansion

IM(~/, f) -~ (--1) dim(AM~At) f
Id(T)I--I~(T v, ~/)O(T,f) dT
STen(G)

(2)

of IM(% f) in terms of the elliptic tempered (virtual) characters r
e~aluated at the
(hyperbolic) element % We shall estabhsh Theorem 5.1 from the invariant local trace
formula, or rather the simple version (Corollary 4.3) that applies to the case that f is
cuspidal. If we take f to be a "pseudo-coefficient" of a fixed element TETelI(C), we will
recognize Theorem 5.1 as an extension to elliptic representations of formulas [2], [3] for
characters of discrete series as weighted orbital integrals. The applications to the proof
of Kazhdan's theorem (Corollary 5.3) and the orthogonality relations (w will both be
obtained from special cases of the formula (2).
The weighted orbital integral JM (% f) is a compactly supported function of the conjugacy classes ~/ in M(F). However, the corresponding invariant distribution IM(% f)
does not have compact support. To take care of this problem, and the resulting difficulties for the application to base change, we introduced a parallel family {tiM(% f)} of
distributions in [4, w The distribution ClM(~/,f) is invariant in ] and compactly supported in % It is obtained from the definition of IM(% f) by changing a certain contour
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of integration, in a fashion suggested by the Paley-Wiener theorem. Changes of contour
lead naturally to residues. In this case, one defines two further families

{ DM(a, X, f), eDM(a , X, f) :a e Htemp(M(F)), X e aM,F}

(a)

of invariant distributions in terms of the residues in AEa~, c of weighted characters

e-:~(X) JM(a)~, f) = e -~(x) tr(7~M(aX, P)Zp(ax, f) ).
We shall review all of these distributions, and various related objects, in w Since most
of the ideas have been treated elsewhere, the discussion will be quite brief.
A second principal result of this paper is a parallel formula (Theorem 8.1) for

CIM(',/, f) when f is cuspidal. As in (2), suppose that -~ is a G-regular element in the
elliptic set of M(F). The formula is then an expansion

ClM(~Y'f) = (--1)dim(AM/A~

fTe

Id(T)l-a C@(TV,7)O(T, f) dr

(4)

n(O)

of tiM(7 , f) in terms of truncated (virtual) characters C~(rV). The truncated character
~ ( Tv, 7) is defined to be ~ ( r v, 7) or 0, according to whether or not the image HM('y)
of 7 in aM lies in the subspace ao. We shall establish Theorem 8.1 from Theorem 5.1
and properties of characters that apply separately to real and p-adic groups. For real
groups we use the usual differential equations as in [7, w while for p-adic groups we use
Casselman's formula for characters in terms of Jacquet modules.
We shall give two applications of Theorem 8.1. The first (Corollary 8.2) is a precise
description of the support of a certain contour integral

f~(x)+ia.M.F e -'~(X) tr(RM(a~, P)Zp(a~, f) ) dA,
regarded as a function of XEIaM, F. Here/,(X) is any point in the chamber (a~) + which
is far from the walls, and QDM is the unique parabolic subgroup such that X lies in
a S. This contour integral occurs in the definition of ClM('Y, f). The required support
property follows inductively from the definition of the functions ~IM(T v, "/) on the right
hand side of (4). Corollary 8.2 is valid only under quite restrictive conditions on f, which
appear effectively to limit its use to the p-adic case. However, it may be relevant in this
setting for the study of p-adic orbital integrals of spherical functions.
The second application of Theorem 8.1 is in w We shall establish two formulas
relating characters to residues. The distributions (3) can easily be defined with a replaced
by an element r~t ET(M). Restricted to cuspidal functions f, the resulting distributions
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can be written as linear combinations of our basic virtual elliptic characters at f , with
coefficients

{DM(TM, X, T), CDM(rM, X , r) : r E Ten(G)}.
It is these coefficients which contain the information about residues. Theorem 9.1 consists
of one formula for the character @M(r v, 7) in terms of the coefficients

CDL(rL,HL('y),r),

L D M , rL ETeII(L),

and an inverse formula for the truncated character c ~ M (T v , "~) in terms of the coefficients

CDL(TL,HL('~),T),

L D M , rL 9

It would be interesting to investigate the relationship of these formulas with Osborne's
conjecture (proved by Hecht and Schmid) on characters of real groups, and Casselman's
formula for characters of p-adic groups.
I would like to thank Laurent Clozel and Marie-France Vign4ras for interesting
discussions on some of the topics in this paper.

1. Elliptic tempered representations
Let G be a connected, reductive algebraic group over a local field F of characteristic 0.
As in the paper [11], our concern will be the harmonic analysis of the locally compact
group G(F). We fix a maximal compact subgroup K of G ( F ) , which is hyperspecial if
F is a p-adic field. For convenience, we recall some notation from [11, w that we will
use in this paper.
As usual, one forms the real vector space

a~ = Hom(X(G)F, R)
from the module X ( G ) F of F-rational characters on G. There is a canonical homomorphism

HG: G(F) ~ aG
defined by

e (Ha(x)'~) = IX(x)[,

x E G(F), X 9 X ( G ) F ,

where I " I is the normalized valuation on F. Let A a be the split component of the center
of G. Then

aV,F = HG(G(F))
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and
(1G,F •

are closed subgroups of

HG(AG(F) )

aG, while
aG,F
v =Hom(aG,F,27riZ)

and
~v
G,F = H o m ( a G , f , 2 ~ r i Z )

ia~. If F is a p-adic field, these four groups are all lattices.
However, if F is Archimedean, {1G,F=aG,F---aG and ~l~,F=a~,f=(O).
are closed subgroups of

It is convenient to fix a H a a r measure on av. This determines a dual H a a r measure

ia~. If F is a p-adic field, we normalize the measures so that
the quotients aGF1G,F and ia~/a~, F each have volume 1. In this case, the volume of the

on the real vector space
quotient

9

*

"

*

V

Zao, F ~---$aG/aO, F

equals the index IflG,F/{1G,FI of aG,F in

{1G,F. In general, the kernel of HG in AG(F)

is compact, and therefore has a canonical normalized Haar measure. Since the group

~IG,F~--HG(AG(F))is

aG, it also has a fixed H a a r measure.
These two Haar measures then determine a unique H a a r measure on AG(F).
either discrete or equal to

Let M0 be a fixed F-rational Levi component of some minimal parabolic subgroup
of G defined over F. We assume that K and

Mo(F) are in good relative position [11, w

Any parabolic subgroup P of G which is defined over F, and contains M0, has a unique

MR which contains M0. Both MR and the unipotent radical N p of P
MR, and
we refer to the elements in s simply as Levi subgroups of G. Given any M E s we write
.T(M)--~G(M) for the set of parabolic subgroups P of G over F such that M p contains
M , and P(M)--PG(M) for the subset of groups P E . ~ ' ( M ) with Mp=M. We also write
s163
for the set of Levi subgroups which contain M.
Suppose t h a t M E s is a Levi subgroup. Then KM=M(F)MK is a. maximal compact subgroup of M(F), and the triplet (M, KM, Mo) satisfies the same hypotheses as
Levi component

are defined over F. We write s for the finite set of subgroups of G of the form

(G, K, M0).

Any construction we make for G of course has an analogue for M.

In

aM,HM,AM, and so on. If P belongs to P ( M ) it
is sometimes convenient to write ap=aM and Ap=AM. The symbol Hp, however, is

particular, we can form the objects
reserved for the usual m a p from

G(F) -- P(F)K = MR (F)Np (F)K
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to aM, defined for any element

x = mnk,

m E Mp(F), n E N p ( F ) , k E K,

in G(F) by

Hp(x) = HM(m).
As we observed in [11, w

the embeddings

AG(F) C AM(F) C M(F) C G(F)
give rise to mappings

~IG,Fr {1M,FC aM,F~aG,F 9
These in turn provide an embedding aGc---*aM and a surjection aM

"aG, from which we

obtain a canonical decomposition aM = aG (~aG. We fix Haax measures on the groups aM,

in*M, in*M,F and AM(F) by following the prescriptions above for G. The Haax measures
on aM and a c then induce a Haar measure on a ~ . We may assume that as M varies
over the finite s e t / : , the measures axe all compatible with the transformations induced
by elements in the Weyl group W0v of (G, AMo).
Let M(F)eu denote the set of elements ~/in M(F) whose centralizer Mr(F ) in M(F)
is compact modulo AM(F). We write FelI(M(F)) for the set of M(F)-conjugacy classes
in M(F)en. As in [11], we shall only be concerned with the intersection of Fell(M(F))
with Mreg(F), the set of M-regulax elements in M(F). The Haar measure on AM(F)
determines a canonical measure on Fr
which is supported on the intersection
of r ~ u ( M ( F ) ) with Mreg(F), such that

fre,,(M(F))dP(~/)d'r = ~-~IW(M(F),T(F))1-1 fT(F)r
{T}
for any continuous function r of compact support on F~ll(M(F))f)M:r

Here {T}

is a set of representatives of M(F)-conjugacy classes of maximal tori in M over F with

T(F)/AM(F) compact, W(M(E), T(E)) is the Weyl group of (M(F), T(F)), and dt is the
Haax measure on T(F) determined by the Haar measure on AM (F) and the normalized
Haar measure on the compact group T(F)/AM(F). We can then use the measures on
Fell(M(F)), M E / : , to write the Weyl integration formula as in [11, (2.2)]. The result is

fG(F) f(x)dX=M~ s

IWoMI I W g 1 - 1

fFen(M(F))]D(~/)[(fAM(F)\G(F)f(x-I~x)dx)d"/,

where f is any function in C~(G(F)), and
D(~) = det(1-Ad(~))~/g~
6-935203 ActaMathematica171. Imprimd le 28 octobre 1993
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is the Weyl discriminant.
There is a simple notational convention, suggested by the work of Harish-Chandra,
that we shall use regularly throughout the paper. Suppose that O is an invariant distribution on

G(F) which

coincides with a function. In other words,

f O(x)f(x)dx,

O(f)=

fEC~(G(F)),

t,I

G(F)

where O(x) is a locally integrable function on

G(F).

Suppose also that the restriction

on O(x) to the regular set Greg(F) is smooth. Then we shall write
r

= ID(~)ll/20(~),

7 9 Gr,g(F),

(1.1)

for the "normalized" function on the regular set. In addition, if M belongs to L:, we let
CM denote the function on

M(F)NCreg(F)defined

CM(7) =

(

by

~(~),

i f ' y 9 M(F)elINGreg(F),

0,

otherwise.

The functions @ and (I)M are of course invariant under conjugation by

(1.2)

G(F) and M(F)

respectively. In this situation the Weyl integration formula takes the form

o(f) = ~

Mes

IWomlIW0C1-1fr

en(M(F))NGreg(F)

CM(~)I(%f) d%

(1.3)

in which the distribution
I(% f ) = I 0 ( 7 , f ) ,

7 9 Greg(F),

f 9 C~(G(F)),

is the normalized orbital integral

ID(7)l 1/2
The main example is a

[

dCT(F)\G(F)

virtual character, by

f(x- 'yz) ax.

which we mean a finite linear combination

of characters of irreducible representations of

G(F). Many

of our results will be stated

in terms of normalized (virtual) characters (1.1) and (1.2).
In connection with distributions, it will actually be convenient for us to work with

7-I(G(F))rather than the full space C~(G(F)). Recall that 7-l(G(F))
is the space of functions in C~(G(F)) which are left and right K-finite. We shall refer
to a continuous linear functional on 7-I(G(F)),somewhat incorrectly, as a distribution on
7-I(G(F)). This of course is a more general object than a distribution on G(F).
the Hecke algebra
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Finally, we recall a few standard notions from representation theory that we will
need. Let IIt~mp(G(F)) be the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible tempered representations of G(F). For any ~reIItemp(G(F)), we write a~,~ for the stabilizer of ~r in
ia~, relative to the locally free action

~r)~(x)=r(x)e )~(Hc(x)),

A 9 i aa,
* X 9 G(F),

of iab o n l q t e m p ( G ( F ) ) . Then
{1v

v
~v
G,F C {1G,~r
C aG,F~

and we have
a~,~ = Hom(ac,~, 2zriZ),
for a subgroup ac,~ in av such that

{IG,F C aG,~. C aG,F.
Suppose that M E I : and that 7r belongs to IItemp(M(F)).
A 6ia*M, we can form the parabolically induced representation

ZvOr ,, x),

x9

Given PEP(M) and

a(F),

of G(F). It acts on a Hilbert space ~p(~r), of vector valued functions on K, which is
independent of A. The most important case is when r = a belongs to the subset YI2(M(F))
of representations in IItemp(M(F)) which are square integrable modulo AM(F). We
shall write II~(G(F)) for the set of irreducible constituents of the induced representation
5[v(7). This is a finite subset of IItemp(G(F)) which is independent of P.
It is a fundamental consequence of the work of Harish-Chandra that as M and a
range over s and H2(M(F)) respectively, the sets H~(G(F)) exhaust Htemp(G(F))- The
problem of classifying l'Itemp(G(F)) is then reduced to classifying the representations in
the finite sets H~(G(F)), and to determining the intersection of any two such sets. This
second question is answered by the proposition below, another consequence of work of
Harish-Chandra.
We shall write ~ for any representative in K of an element w in the Weyl group
W0c. If M and a are as above, w M = ~ M ~ -1 is another Levi subgroup, and

(wa)(m') = a ( ~ - l m ' ~ ) ,

m' 9 (wM)(F),

is a representation in H~((wM)(F)). We obtain an action

(M, cr) ~ (wM, wa),
of W0G on the set of pairs

MeL:,

w 9 W G,
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (M,a) and (M',a') be any two pairs. If (M',a') equals
(wM, wa) for an element w eWoG, the subsets IIa(G(F)) and Ha, (G(F)) of IItemp(G(F))
are identical. Conversely, if the sets H~(G(F)) and II~,(G(F)) have a representation in
common, there is an element weWoo such that (M', a')=(wM, wa).
The first assertion follows easily from the formula for the characters of the induced
representations Zp(a) and Zp,(a~). The second assertion is a deeper result, which is a
consequence of Harish-Chandra's asymptotic estimates for matrix coefficients [19], [21],
[36]. This was first observed by Langlands [32, w who used the property in his classification of admissible representations in terms of tempered representations.
[]
The proposition tells us that Htemp(G(F)) is the disjoint union, over all WoG-orbits
of pairs (M, a), of the sets II~(G(F)). The remaining classification problem, apart from
that of the square integrable representations a in H2(M(F)), is then to determine the
structure of the finite sets II~(G(F)). Its solution is provided by the theory of the Rgroup.
A representation of G(F) is said to be elliptic if its character does not vanish on
the regular elliptic set. We shall denote the character of a general representation r E
Htemp(G(F)) by O(~). That is,
t r ( r ( f ) ) -- O(Tr, f) -- f
O(r, x)f(x) dx,
JG (F)

f e 7-/(G(F)).

Then r is elliptic if and only if the normalized character ~)G(r) does not vanish. We
write IItemp,en(G(F)) for the set of elliptic representations in IItemp(G(F)). It is the
disjoint union, over all WoG-orbits of pairs (M, a), of the sets

IIa, en ( G ( F ) ) :

IIa(G(f))fTIItemp, ell(G(F)).

In the next section we shall describe the sets II~(G(F)) and the subsets Ho, en(G(F)) in
terms of the corresponding R-groups. The rest of the paper will be devoted to a study
of the functions

9 M(Tr),

U E ~, 71"E IItemp, eu(G(F)),

and their relationships with other objects that arise naturally in the harmonic analysis
on G(F).

2. T h e R - g r o u p
We shall review the theory of the R-group, which provides a classification of the representations in the sets II~(G(F)) and II~,en(G(F)). These results are well known, at least
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in the Archimedean case [29]. There are some complications for p-adic groups, but the
general ideas are similar. In particular, the classification follows from Harish-Chandra's
commuting algebra theorem and Silberger's dimension theorem.
The decomposition of induced representations is of course determined by intertwining operators. For each M E s and ~rEI-[temp(M(F)), one can construct normalized intertwining operators

RQ}p(~r) = rQip(Tr)-l JQip(r): ?-iF(r) --+7-lQ(r),

P, Q e P ( M ) ,

between the induced representations Ip(~r) and 2:Q(~r). The scalar normalizing factors
rQip(~r) are not unique, although there has been progress [35] towards constructing the
canonical normalizations conjectured by Langlands [31, Appendix II]. The normalizing factors are, however, canonically determined from the case that ~r=a belongs to
II2(M(F)). We fix them so that the conditions of [6, Theorem 2.1] all hold.
Let a be a representation in II2(M(F)). We shall consider the stabilizer
w~ = {w 9 w(aM) : w~ ~

~)

of a in the Weyl group of aM. For every w in W~, we must define a normalized intertwining operator

a(w, a) = Rplp(w, a),

P 9 7)(M),

from Zp(a) to itself. Observe that a can be extended to a representation of the group
M + (F) generated by M(F) and 5. If a~ is such an extension, we define an intertwining
operator
A(a,~): 7-l~-lp~(a) ~ 7"lp(a)
between Z~-lp~(a) and Zp(a) by setting

(A(a~)r

=aw(5)r

r 9 ?-le-Ip~(a)

The composition

R(w, o) = A(~.)R~-,p~m(~)
is then the desired intertwining operator for Zp(er).
In general, we shall denote the contragredient of any representation r by ~rv. In
the case that r = a belongs to H2(M(F)) as above, the scalar normalizing factors can
be chosen so that rQip(o'V ) equals rpiq(a ). We shall also occasionally write A v for the
transpose of an operator A if there is no danger of confusion. One finds that
R(w, ~)v

-1

v

v

V --1
=rplo-,p~(o V ) --1 Jpl~-,eo(~ V )A(o~)
V -1
=Rpl~-~e~(~V )A(~)

= R(w, ~v ) - 1,
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for any w 6 Wa. We file the resulting formula

R(w, o"v) = (R(w, o')-1) v

(2.1)

for future reference.
Fix a representation a in II2(M(F)). We write W~ for the subgroup of elements w
in W~ such that the operator R(w, a) is a scalar. Then W~ is a normal subgroup of W~.
The quotient
m = w /wo
is the R-group of a. It is known that W ~ is the Weyl group of a root system, composed of
scalar multiples of those reduced roots a of (G, AM) for which the reflection w~ belongs
to W~ (See [28, w
[37]. The proof makes essential use of the separate characterization
of {a} as the roots whose corresponding Plancherel density vanishes.) These roots divide
the vector space aM into chambers. Fixing such a chamber a +, we identify R~ with the
subgroup of elements in W, which preserve a +. We can then write W~ as a semi-direct
product
Wa = W O xR~.
According to Harish-Chandra's commuting algebra theorem ([20, Theorem 38.1],
[36, Theorem 5.5.3.2]), the operators

{R(r,

:r

span the algebra of intertwining operators of :Ip(a). The dimension theorem ([27,
Theorem 2], [28, Theorem 13.4], [37]) asserts further that these operators are linearly independent. Before we can exploit these facts, however, we must deal with the possibility
that the map r--~R(r, a) is not a homomorphism. In general, we have only a formula

R(rl

, o) =

o),

n,

e

where

~?~(rt, r2) = A(cr.~)A(a~2)-lA(a~ )-1 = a . ~ (rl r2)ffr2 (r2)-1fir, (?~1)-1
is a 2-cocycle for Ra with values in C*. The image ~ of ~/a in H2(R~,C *) is the
obstruction to being able to extend the representation a to the group generated by M(F)
and {~:reRa). For real groups the cocycle always splits [26, Theorem 7.1]. However, for
p-adic groups the question is presently unresolved [25]. The expected parameterization
of representations in L-packets in fact suggests that the cocycle might sometimes be
nontrivial.
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We shall deal with the problem by fixing a finite central extension

1--+Z~--+ R~--~ R~-+ I
over which rl~ splits. (See [16, Theorem 53.7]. For example, one could take Z~ to be the
cyclic group generated by ~ in H2(R~, C*).) We then choose a function ~ : R~,-+C*
which splits rT~. This means that
r/~(rl, r2) --~(rlr2)~a(r2)-l~(rl) -1,

rl,r2 e R~,

where r~ is obviously identified with its pullback to R~ x R , . It follows easily that

~a(zr)=xa(z)~a(r),

zeZa, reR~,

for a linear character Xa on the central subgroup Z~. We can use ~a to twist the intertwining operators. The result is a homomorphism

R(r,a)--~(r)-lR(r,a),

re R~,

(2.2)

of R~ into the group of unitary intertwining operators for 2"p (or), with the property that

R(zr, a)=Xa(z)-lR(r,a),

zeZ~,,reRa.

In fact, the map R--+R can be defined for any projective representation R of R~ with
multiplier r~. It determines a bijection from the set of such objects onto the set of
ordinary representations of R~ whose central character on Z~ equals X~ 1.
Observe that
T~(r, x) = R(r, a)i/Tp(a, x),
is a representation of R ~ x G ( F ) on 7-/p(ff).

r e/~a, x e G(F),
It has a decomposition into irreducible

representations, which we write in the form

|
Here ~ ranges over the set II(R~, X~) of irreducible representations of R~ with Z~-central
character X~, r~ ranges over H~(G(F)), and each me,, is a nonnegative integer. The
commuting algebra theorem implies that each integer me,, equals 0 or 1, and in addition,
that for any ~ there is at most one rr with m ~ , , = l , and that for any 7r there is at most
one ~ with m~,, = 1. The dimension theorem provides a bound in the other direction. It
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tells us that the map r--*R(r, a) of R . into Enda(F)(?-lp(a)) must be equivalent to the
representation obtained by inducing X~ 1 from Z. to /~a. We conclude that for every
QEII(R., X~), there is a unique ~reEII~(G(F)) such that me,~ =1. In other words, there
is a bijection e ~ r e of H(-~., X.) onto H.(G(F)) such that

~.=

(~
(ev |
oeH(-~,xo)

Expressed in terms of characters, the bijection is a formula
tr(/~(r, a)Zp(a, f)) =

~

tr(&~v(r)) tr(~r~(f)),

(2.3)

~II(~,xo)
for any rER~ and f E ~ ( G ( F ) ) . We have thus obtained a classification of the representations in II.(G(F)). We have still to determine which of these are elliptic.
If II is a set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of some group, let us
write C(II) for the complex vector space of virtual characters generated by H. In particular, we can form the finite dimensional vector spaces (3(II(R~, X~)) and C(H~(G(F))).
From the bijection Q---~r~ we obtain an isomorphism 8--*O from C(II(/~.,X.)) onto
C(II.(G(F))). To describe O in terms of 8, we have only to invert the formula (2.3).
The result is

O(f) -~

I_~1-1~

O(r) tr(R(r, a)iTp(a, f)),

f E ~(G(F)).

(2.a)

The correspondence 0-~O behaves well under induction. To describe this, we must first
introduce a family of subgroups of Ro.
Consider a Levi subgroup LEE(M) with the property that the closure a+ of the
chamber a+ contains an open subset of aL. Set

R~ = wL(aM)nR~,

wL(aM)denotes the Weyl group of a M relative to L instead of G. We claim that
R L can be identified with the R-group of a relative to L. To see this, take any element

where

w in the stabilizer
=

nWL(aM)

of a in wL(tlM), and consider the decomposition

W = wor,

wo E W ~ r E Ra.
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The conditions on r and w imply that the element wol=-rw -1

maps

aLMa +

into a +.

Since a + is a fundamental domain for W~ we see that Wo1 leaves the open subset aL Ma+a
of aL pointwise fixed. Therefore the whole space aL is left pointwise fixed by Wo1, and
hence also by w0 and r. In other words, w0 belongs to the group
L) 0_
- w 20n w L
and r belongs to R L. It follows that wL=(wL)~
so R L can indeed be identified
with the R-group relative to L. It is the complement of (wL) ~ in WL determined by
the chamber (a++aL) for the action of (W~) ~ on aM. Having defined R L, we take R.-L
to be the inverse image of R L in/~.. Then
1.._+ Za....~ R~,
~L ~

R.L --* 1

is a central extension of R L which splits the restriction of the cocycle y. to R~. We shall
consider representations of/~. induced from subgroups ~L.
Given L as above, let e L be a representation in H(/~L, X*). We can induce this
representation from ~L to R~, thereby obtaining a character ~ in (3(H(/~, X~)). On the
other hand, eL determines a representation 7rL=~roL in H~(L(F)), which for any QEP(L)
we can induce from Q(F) to G(F). This gives a character O in (3(H~(G(F))) which is
independent of Q. We claim that 0 and O correspond under the bijection described
above, and in particular, are related by (2.4). To see this, we first apply (2.4) to the
characters of 71"L and eL. Taking P E P ( M ) to be any group contained in Q, we obtain
O(f) = tr(IQ (~rL, f))
= IR~] -1 ~ tr(eL(r)) t r ( R ( r , a ) I p ( a , f)),
re~

f E ~(G(F)),

from the transitivity properties of induction. Since

r~tr([t(r,a)Zp(a,f)),

re-~,

is a class function on R . , the last expression becomes the right hand side of (2.4) when
we apply the standard formula for the induced character O.
Let us write Cind(H(R~, X*)) for the submodule of (3(H(R., X.)) generated by all
characters 0 of R . induced from representations eL Eli(/~L, ~(.), where LEL(M) ranges
over proper Levi subgroups of G with our condition that a + contains an open subset of

aL. Let us also write Cind(H.(G(F))) for the submodule of C(H.(G(F))) generated by
all characters

O(f) =tr(ZQ(rL, f)),

Q E P ( L ) , 71"L e H . ( L ( F ) ) ,

where LEL:(M) ranges over all proper Levi subgroups of G. For any such O, we can
replace ~rL by a representation WZCLin H~((wL)(F)) for an element w e W ~ This means
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that we can replace the space aL by WaL. We can therefore assume that L satisfies our
condition that a + contains an open subset of aL. It follows that the bijection 0 4 0
maps a set of generators of Cind(H(R~, X~)) to a set of generators of Cind(H~(G(F))).
Therefore, the image of Cind(YI(Ra, Xa)) is Cind(I'Ia(G(F))).
An element in Ci.d(H~(G(F))), regarded as a locally integrable class function on
Grog(F), vanishes on the elliptic set Fen(G(F)).
quotient

Therefore there is a map from the

C(H,~( G( F) ) ) / Cind(II,~( G( F) ) )
into a space of functions on F~n(G(F))nG,eg(F). The map is actually injective, a fact
that is implied by the stronger result [24, Theorem A]. It follows that the elliptic representations Ha,en(G(F)) are precisely the representations in H~(G(F)) whose characters
do not lie in Cind(1-I~(G(F))).
It is easy to describe the irreducible representations in II(/~a, X~) which correspond
to elliptic representations in H~(G(F)). L e t / ~ , ~eg be the inverse image in R~ of the set

Ra, reg : {r E R a : arM: aG},

(2.5)

where
a~l : { H E aM : w H : H }

denotes the space of fixed vectors of an element w E W(aM). If r is an arbitrary element
in R , , the space arm is of the form aL for some Levi subgroup LEs
Moreover, it is
a straightforward consequence of the invariance of a + under r that a + contains an open
subset of aL, as above. It follows that -~a is the disjoint union of R,, reg with the set

k-= U k;.
LeG

Now Ci~d(H(R~, X~)) is the space of x~-equivariant class functions on R~ which are
supported on R~. This follows from the usual formula for an induced character, and
a simple induction argument based on the stratification of R~ by the subgroups {/~L}.
There is consequently an isomorphism from the quotient
C(II(R~, X~))/Cina(II([t,~, X,~))
onto the space of x~-equivariant class functions on Ra, reg. Since Cind(H(/~,, X~)) corresponds with Cind(II~(G(F))), we conclude that the elliptic representations in H~(G(F))
are given by the irreducible characters in I I ( / ~ , X,) which do not vanish on R,, reg.
In summary we have

[]
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PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) There is a unique bijection y--*~rQ from H(R~,x~ ) onto
H~(G(F)) which satisfies the character identity (2.3).
(b) A sum of characters in H(/~, X~) is induced from a proper subgroup ~L of R~ if
and only if the corresponding sum of characters in H~(G(F)) is induced from a parabolic
subgroup with Levi component L(F).
(c) A representation ~re in H~(G(F)) is elliptic if and only if the character of Q does
not vanish o n Ra,reg.
[]

Remarks. (1) For elements w0 in W~ one can use the scalar valued operators
R(wo, a) to normalize the extensions a~ o. Each extension can then be chosen so that
the corresponding operator R(wo, a) is the identity. One obtains a representation

(w0r, o) =

woe W ~ r C

of the group

W =W20 Roon ~-~p((r). In particular, the operators R(r, a) do not have to depend on the embedding
of R~ into W~.
(2) In the paper [13, w Clozel conjectured various relationships between representations in Ho(G(F)) and induced representations from the sets H~(L(F)). More
recently, D. Goldberg and R. Herb have discovered some unexpected phenomena for
p-adic groups. (See R. Herb, "Elliptic representations for Sp(2n) and SO(n)", preprint.)
In general, Proposition 2.1 will be a good vehicle for studying the questions raised
by Clozel. One has only to look for parallel relationships between representations in
H(/~, X~) and induced representations from the sets II(/~L, X~).

3. T h e distribution /disc

We have described the classification of irreducible tempered characters in terms of irreducible representations of R-groups. For some purposes it is better to work instead
with the objects determined by conjugacy classes in R-groups. These objects are virtual
tempered characters, and provide a second basis for the complex vector space spanned
by the irreducible tempered characters. They are particularly suited to the study of the
discrete part of the local trace formula. The local trace formula, we will recall, is an expansion of a certain distribution Idisc(f', f) on ?-I(G(F)) x ?-I(G(F)) in terms of weighted
orbital integrals and weighted characters [11, w
We shall first discuss the basic virtual
tempered characters. We will then be able to give a simple description of Idisc(f ~,f).
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In w we attached certain objects to representations a in H2(M(F)) which were not
uniquely determined. These were the scalar normalizing factors {rQip(a)}, the extensions
{a~} of cr to the groups {M+(F)}, the chamber a +, the extension /~.--~R~, and the
function ( . : / ~ . ~ ( 3 " which splits the cocycle ~.. The degree to which other objects,
such as the bijection 0--~ro, depend on these choices is minimal. In fact many of the
objects we will look at are completely independent of the choices. In any case, we assume
from now on that these choices have all been made, for every M and a, subject only to
any obvious compatibility conditions. For example, we will want a symmetry condition
with respect to the action of Wo~ We require that conjugation of R . by an element w in
WoO extends to an isomorphism r--~wr f r o m / ~ o n t o / ~ . . Another condition involves
the contragredient. We can clearly take R~v = / ~ and X~v =X~ 1, and by (2.1), we can
also assume that the representation of R~ x G(F) attached to a v is the contragredient of
the representation attached to a. This means that the correspondence (2.3) for a v takes
the form
tr(R(r, av):Tp(a v, f)) =

E
tr(o(r)) tr(~r~ (f)).
0en(~,x~)

In what follows, we shall generally not distinguish in our notation between objects
defined on R~ and the corresponding Z~-invariant objects on R . . For example, X--*rX
could stand for the action of R . on aM with isotropy subgroup Z . , as well as the underlying R.-action from which it is obtained.
We shall consider triplets

T=(M,a,r),

Me[:.,aelI2(M(F)),reR..

For any such % we define a distribution
O(r, f ) = tr(/~(r, a)Zp(a, f)),

f e 7-I(G(F)).

(3.1)

This is the virtual character whose decomposition is given by (2.3). Set Z.=Z~ and
) / . = X . . Then if z belongs to Z.,

zr = (M, a, zr)
is another triplet, which satisfies

O(ZT, f) = X-r(Z)-Io(T, f).
There is also an action

r--*wr=(wM, wa, wr),

wEW~,
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of W0G on the set of all triplets, with the property that

O(WT, f)~-O(7",f).
These two conditions force some of the distributions O(T) to vanish. We shall say that T=
(M, a, r) is essential if the subgroup of elements in Z~ which stabilize the R~-conjugacy
class of r is contained in the kernel of X~. (This is always the case if the cocycle y~
splits.) The inessential distributions O(T) are then zero and can be discarded. We shall
write T(G) for the remaining set of essential triplets, and we define T(G) to be the set
of WoG-orbits in T(G). Our basic objects are then the distributions
{O(T) : T C T(G)}.
Taken up to the equivalence relation defined by the action of the groups Zr, these distributions form a basis of the vector space of all virtual tempered characters. This follows
from Proposition 1.1 and the formula (2.3) for the irreducible constituents of IF(a). We
are particularly concerned with the subset

Tell(G) = {~" = (M, a, r) 6 T(G) :r 9 R~, ,eg}
of orbits in T(G) which are elliptic. These triplets correspond to distributions which do
not vanish on G(F)en. They are the elliptic tempered (virtual) characters of the title.
Observe that T(G) has a natural structure of an analytic manifold. For if T----(M, a, r)
is any triplet, the isotropy subspace a ~ of aM equals aL for some LEE(M). There is a
locally free action

7 --* vx = (M, ax, r),

A 6 ia*L,

of ia*L on the subset of elements T6T(G) of this form. In this way, T(G) becomes an
analytic manifold which is homeomorphic to either a disjoint union of Euclidean spaces
(Archimedean case), or a disjoint union of compact tori (p-adic case). The set T(G) then
acquires the quotient topology from the action of W0G.
One place where the set T(G) is simpler to use than IItemp(G(F)) is in the formulation of the trace Paley-Wiener theorem. Let Z(G(F)) be the space of functions

which satisfy the following four conditions.
(i) r is supported on finitely many components of :~(G).
(ii) r
T6T(G), z 6 Z r.
(iii) r is symmetric under W0c.
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(iv) The function obtained by restricting r to any connected component of T(G)
belongs to the Paley-Wiener space; that is, the function is a finite Fourier series in the
p-adic case, o r the Fourier transform of a smooth function of compact support if F is
Archimedeaa.
There is a natural topology which makes Z(G(F)) into a complete topological vector
space. By means of the inversion formula (2.4), we can in fact identify Z(G(F)) with
the topological vector space of functions on Htemp(G(F)) introduced in [6, w
and
also denoted by Z(G(F)). The trace Paley-Wiener theorem [12] [14] is equivalent to the
assertion that the map which sends f67-l(G(F)) to the function

fG(T) = 0(~-, f),

T 6 T(G), ] 6 7t(G(F)),

is a continuous surjective m a p from ?-I(G(F)) onto Z(G(F)). Observe that if ~- is an
element in Ten(G), there is a function f in 7-I(G(F)) with f G ( T ) = I , and such that

fG vanishes away from the (Z~ x ia~)-orbit of T in T(G). We shall call such an f a
pseudocoet~cient for T.
For the local trace formula it is useful to take a set which lies between Ten(G) and
T(G). If r belongs to an R-group R~, we write W~(r)reg for the intersection of the
W~

W(r)=W~
in W~ with the set

Wa,

reg -~- { w E

Wa : fl~4 ~- aG }

of regular elements. This also serves to define Wa(r) and W~(r)reg for elements r 6 R ~ ,
as we have agreed earlier. We define Tdisr

to be the set of orbits (M,a,r) in T(G)

such that W~(r)reg is not empty. It is clear that
Tell(G) C Tdisc(G) C T(G).
TO each element T=(M, a,r) in Tdi,c(G) we attach a number

i(T) = iG(V)----IW~

~

s,,(w)l det(1 -w)=cM1-1

9

(3.2)

wEW~(r)reg
As in [11, p. 139], ca(w) stands for the sign of the projection of w onto the Weyl group
W ~ taken relative to the decomposition W~,=W~ )~R~. The numbers i(T) encode combinatorial data from Weyl groups that is relevant to the comparison of global trace formulas
[9]. We shall see in a moment that the numbers also arise in the local trace formula.
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We can now describe the distribution/disc. Fix functions f', f 9 7"I(G(F)). According
to the definition [11, (12.4)], Idisc(f', f ) equals the expression

Z IWMiiWoa]-aidet(1--w)"~ -1raktw~] aav , a l/avG,F -1 f a

ffG(aa,w, ff • f)dA,
b,F

(M,a,w)

where
V

"

*

a G~r
v ----Hom(aG,a, 2riZ) = aM,anzaa,
and

Ja(aA, w, f ' x f ) = tr(R(w, avA)zp(aV_a, f')) tr(R(w, aa)Zp(aa, f)).
The sums are over M 9 1 6 3aeH2(M(F))/iab (the set of iab-orbits in II2(M(F))), and
w 9 W~, reg. We would like to write this expression in a simpler form.
The essential step is to change the sum over w EWe, r~g into a double sum over
rER~ and w9
We shall in fact sum over r 9
at the same time dividing the
summand by the quotient IZ~I=IR~I ]R~] -1. By (2.1) we can write

n(w,

= (R(w,

(This formula was used in [11, p. 136] without comment to write/disc in the form above.)
Combining this with the definitions of W ~ and R(r, a), we see that if w lies in W,(r)reg,
the operators R(w, av_A) and R(w, aA) differ from R(r, aVx) and R(r, aa) respectively by
scalar multiples which are inverses of each other. It follows that
JG(~A, W, f ' • f ) = tr(R(r, av__a)Zp(aV__a,f')) tr(R(r, aa)Ip(aa, f))

=

O Tv

( _A,f t )O(rA,f),

where T is the triplet (M, a, r) and

T v =(M, aV,r).

(3.3)

In particular, this term depends only on r. The sum over W~(r)reg then leads directly to
the number i(T) defined in (3.2). We find that Idl,c(f', f ) equals the sum over all triplets

T = (M, a, r),

M e s a e II2(M(F))/ia~, r 9 k~,

of the expression

i(r)lwOl iwo l

"0

O(Tv---~,f')O(r~,f) d)~"

-1 z a -1 a G
v , a /, . vG,F -1 [

Jia

b,F

(3.4)
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The summand (3.4) depends only on the WoG-orbit of ~. Moreover, the summand

vanishes unless the triplet ~- is essential, and the set W~(r)reg is nonempty. The collection
of all such WoG-orbits is just Hdisr
or rather, the set Hdisr
5 of orbits of ia 5
in Hdisc(G). We can therefore take the sum over IIdisc(G)/ia~, provided that we replace
twoG1-1 in the summand by the inverse of the order of the WoG-stabilizer of T. The
stabilizer of M in WoG is the subgroup W M .W(aM). The stabilizer of cr in this subgroup
is WoM.W~. Finally, the stabilizer of r in this second subgroup is wM.W~
where
R~,r is the stabilizer of r in R , . Therefore, the stabilizer of T=(M,a,r) in WoG is
W0M. W ~ R~,~. The order of this last group equals

IW0MIIW~
where R~,, is the centralizer of r in R~. It follows that/disr

i(T)I/~,~I -lla~,=/a~,FI

f ) equals

f')O(T~, f) d)t,

where the sum is over elements T = ( M , a, r) in IIdisr
Let us define a measure dT on Tdisc(G) by setting

/T~

O(7-)dT=

ise(G)

~

R ~,~ -l ava,a/"ava,F - 1 ~

7.6ndisc(a) / ia5

O(T~)d)~

(3.5)

G,F

for any function 06Cc(Hdisc(G)). We can then express the formula for/disc as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that f' and f are functions in ~l(G(F)). Then

i(T)O(Ty , f')O(r, f) dT.
JT~~,~(G)

Idisc(f t, f ) = f

(3.6)
[]

Remark. We mentioned that the numbers i(r) have occurred elsewhere [9]. They
satisfy a combinatorial identity [9, Theorem 8.1] which is related to endoscopy. In that
context they can be expected to play a significant role in the derivation of multiplicity
formulas for automorphic representations. The occurence of the numbers in formula (3.6)
here seems to be a separate issue. It is not clear what implication it might have for local
harmonic analysis.
In this paper we shall use the special case of Proposition 3.1 in which one of the
functions is cuspidal. A function f in Tl(G(F)) is said to be euspidal if for every proper
Levi subgroup L of G, the function

fL(TrL) = tr(TrL(fQ)) = tr(ZQ(~rL, f)),

7rL 6 YItemp(/(F)),
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vanishes identically. (Here, fQ is the usual function

m.--*~Q(m)1/2 fK fNQ(F)f(k-lmnk)dndk,

m E L(F),

on L(F), defined for any group QeP(L).) Notice that the map f--*fL factors through
the space Z(G(F)), so the same condition defines cuspidal functions in Z(G(F)). Suppose
that feT-l(G(F)) is cuspidal. Take a triplet T=(M,a,r) in Hdi~r
and let L e s
be the Levi subgroup such that a ~ equals aL. Applying the formula (2.3) to L, and
keeping in mind the transitivity properties of induction, we see that the distribution
0(% f ) : tr(R(r, a)iIp(a, f))
is a linear combination of values f L ( T r L ) , with 7rL ranging over the representations in
H~(L(F)). Since f is cuspidal, the distribution vanishes unless L=G. In other words,
the distribution vanishes unless r belongs to R~,reg, which is to say that r belongs to
Ten(G). Thus, the integrand in the formula (3.6) for Idisc(f', f) is supported on the
subset Ten(G) of Tdisc(G).
For a given aEH2(M(F)), the set/~a, reg could of course be empty. We claim that
if it is not empty, then the subgroup W~ of W~ is trivial. To see this, recall that W~
is the Weyl group of a system of roots on the real vector space aM. The decomposition
W~=W ~ >~R~ is determined by the chamber a + for W ~ in aM, and R~ acts on aM as a
group of automorphisms of W ~ which preserve the chamber. In particular, the elements
in R~ preserve the positive roots in the root system. They leave invariant the vector
in a + obtained in the usual way as half the sum of the positive co-roots. If W ~
this vector is not zero. In particular, any element in R~ has an invariant vector in the
complement of aG in aM, and R~, reg is therefore empty. This establishes the claim.
We have just seen that if T=(M, a, r) belongs to Ten(G), then W~
The coset
W~(r) then equals r itself. Since e ~ ( r ) = l , the formula (3.2) for the number i(T) reduces
simply to the inverse of the absolute value of the number

d(r)=d(r)=det(1-r)aM/aa.

(3.7)

We have established
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that f' and f are functions in 7-l(G(F)) and that f is

cuspidaL Then
Idisc(f', f) = /

J Te,I(G)

Id(T)l-lO(r v, f')O(T, f) dT.
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4. T h e invariant local trace formula

The formula (3.6) can serve as a definition of/disc(f', f). The local trace formula provides
a second formula for this distribution in terms of weighted orbital integrals and weighted
characters. The terms in this second expression are distributions which are not invariant
under conjugation. We are going to need a formula whose constituents are all invariant.
We shall therefore describe how to convert the original (noninvariant) local trace formula
into an invariant formula. The process is similar to that of the global trace formula
[5, w167
In particular, we will obtain in the end a local proof of the theorem of
Kazhdan [24] that (invariant) orbital intergrals are supported on characters. The results
of this section have been sketched elsewhere [8, w [10, w so we can afford to be rather
brief.
We should first review the noninvariant trace formula in the context of the expression
(3.6) for Idisc(f', f). As in Ill], it is best to present the formula as an identity of two
distributions, evaluated at a function
f ' • f,

f ' , f e 7-/(G(F)),

on G(F) x G(F). One distribution is given as an expansion in terms of weighted orbital
integrals (the geometric side), while the other distribution is a parallel expansion in terms
of weighted characters (the spectral side). In this setting, Idisc(f', f ) is just the leading
term in the spectral expansion.
The geometric side is the expansion

IWYlIWoGl-l( 1)dim(AM/Ac)f
MEs

--

JM(7, f •

(4.1)

dren(M)

whose constituents are defined as in [11, w
In particular, Fen(M) stands for the
set Fell(M(F)) of F-elliptic conjugacy classes in M ( F ) , but embedded diagonally in

M(F) •

The measure d7 is the image of the measure on Fell(M(F)) defined in
w The integrand JM(7, f~x f) is the weighted orbital integral

fA)f'(X11"/Xl)f(x217X2)VM(Xl'X2)
(l)\(

to(7)1
where

dxl dx,).,

VM(Xl,x2) is the

number
lim

A--*O

E

vQ(A'xl'x2)OQ(A)-I'

QETa(M)

obtained from the (G, M)-family
VQ(A, Xl, x2) -~-e-A(HQ(x2)-Ho(xl)),

A E ia*M,Q E 7)(M),
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is the usual way [2, Lemma 6.2].
The spectral side will be an expansion

E IWMIIwoGI--I(--1)dim(AM/AG)/T
d
M6/:

iM(T)JM(T'f'xf)dT'

(4.2)

isc(M)

where JM(T, f' x f) is a weighted virtual character attached to ~-. It is a linear combination of the weighted characters

JM(Tr:|

f' • f),

r l , zr E H t e m p ( M ( f ) ) ,

defined by [11, (12.8)], with coefficients determined by the analogue for M of (2.3). More
precisely, if
T ----(M1, (7, r ) ,

~M ,
Mi c M, aE II2(Mi(F)), r6 R~

we take the formula

JM(T, f ' X f) ---E
tr(~'(r)) tr(QV(r))JM(~rv, |
~', een(~,x~)

f ' x f)

(4.3)

as a definitioa of J~(T, f ' • f). We recall for convenience that

|
where JM(r~/|

I' x I) = tr(JM

|

p)zp( 7

I' x / ) ) ,

P) is the operator

lim

A--*O

E

JQ(A'~rv|

QET~(M)

obtained from the (G, M)-family
JQ(A, ~r~@,,r2,P) = ( J~lp(r~ )| JQip(r2 ) ) - i ( J~lp(zrV_h)| gQiP(r2,A ) ),
AEia~, QE~P(M). The operators

JQip(r):7-lp(r)--* 7-/Q(~r), r 6 Htemp(M(f)),
are the unnormalized intertwining operators from Zp(~) to ~q(r). They can have poles
in ~rEHtemp(M(F)), so the functions JQ(A,~r~|
P) are defined only for r~'|
in
general position. However, the operator JM(r~|
is regular at r~|
if 7q and
~2 belong to II~(M(F)) as above [11, Lemma 12.1]. The formula (4.3) used to define
JM(~-, f' x f) therefore makes sense.
Stating our version of the noninvariant local trace formula formally, we have

I00

j. A R T H U R

PROPOSITION 4.1. For any functions f' and f in 7-I(G( F) ), the geometric expansion
(4.1) equals the spectral expansion (4.2).

Proof. The proposition is a restatement of the main result (Theorem 12.2) of [11].
The geometric sides (4.1) and [11, (12.9)] are the same. We need only reconcile our
expansion (4.2) with
,~.,~-- IW~

I Iw~

(--1)dim(AM/AG) --~di.r

|

(TRY/|

f i x f)d(Tr V @7r2),

(4.4)
the original spectral side [11, (12.10)]. The numbers adisc(Trl
v
v|
are defined as coefficients of an expansion [11, (12.6)] of/disc (f', f). Comparing this with the expansion (3.6),
and taking into account the measures [11, (12.5)] and (3.5) on IIdisc(G) and Tdisc(G),
G t~rv~_
one finds that adisc(
1 ~n2)x vanishes unless

d, ee
for some a6II2(MI(F)), with M 1 6 s
G (~re,
v|
adisc

----E

and that

[Ra'r I-1i(MI' a, r) tr(o'(r))tr(sV (r)),

the sum being over conjugacy classes in R~. The coefficients aMsc(~rV|
are of course
given by the specialization of this formula from G to M. Combining this with the
definition (4.3), and taking into account the measures on IIdisc(M) and Tdisc(M), we see
that the expressions (4.2) and (4.4) are equal. The proposition follows from [11, Theorem
12.2].
[]
The primary ingredients of the invariant local trace formula are to be invariant
distributions

IM('y, f' X f) = I~('y, f' • f)
of two variable functions attached to the weighted orbital integrals JM(% f'• f). They
are defined inductively by a formula

E

IM(%f'xf)=JM(%f'xf)--

IrLM('Y'r215

(4.5)

LeZ(M)
Lr

[4, (2.1)], [8, (8.1)], and they are related by a splitting formula

IM(%f'•

E
L',L6E(M)

i

t

d~(L ,L)I~(%f~,)ILM(%fQ),

(4.6)
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Q' E T)(L'), Q ET~(L), to the analogous distributions in one variable [4, Proposition 9.1].
These formulas contain some undefined terms from earlier papers. In particular,
CL(f' X f ) could be defined as the function on Htemp(L(F))xIItemp(L(F)) whose value
at ~rv |
equals
tr(T~L(lr~|
where T~L(Trl/|

f' x f)),

P)/Tp(~r~|

P e P(L),

P) is the operator
li~mo ~

:RQ(A, 1r~|

-1

QEP(L)

obtained from the (G, L)-family
T@Q(A, ~.v |

p ) -----(Rc~Ip(rl)|
v

-1

v
(Rc21p(rl,-A)|

AEia*L, QEP(L). There is a technical problem that CL(f'xf) does not quite belong
to the space :E(L(F) x L(F)) discussed in w This can be resolved by working with the
spaces ~ a c ( L ( f ) x L ( F ) ) and I a c ( L ( F ) x L ( F ) ) introduced in [6, w
In the present
situation it is simpler to observe that JM(7, f ' x f) depends only on the restriction of
f ' x f to the subgroup

(G( F) x G(F)) 1 { (X', X) e G( F) x G ( F ) : H a (x') = Ha (x) }.
.~-

Consequently, JM(7," ) can be regarded as a distribution on the associated Hecke algebra TI((G(F) x G(F))i). The corresponding space I((G(F) x G(F)) t) consists of ealeyWiener functions on the set of inS-orbits in either T(G)xT(G) or IItemp(G(F))x
IItemp(G(F)). From [6, Theorem 12.1], one can interpret eL as a continuous map
from ~I((G(F)x G(F)) t) to Z((L(F)x/(F))t). The inductive definition (4.5) then gives
IM(%" ) as (the pullback to G(F)x G(F) of) a distribution on ?-I((G(F)x G ( F ) ) i ) .
In general, an invariant distribution I on TI(G(F)) is said to be supported on characters if I ( f ) = 0 for every function fETI(G(F)) such that f o = 0 . If this is so, there is a
unique distribution I on the topological vector space :T(G(F)) such that

-l(fG) = I(f),

f E ?-I(G(F)).

Similar definitions apply to invariant distributions on the spaces 7-l((G(F)x G(F))I),
?-lac(G(F) x G(F)) or 7-/ac(G(f)). In particular, the Fourier transform ]L(~,) in (4.5)
is defined provided that I L ( 7 ) is supported on characters. This has been proved by
global means [5, Theorem 5.1], but we prefer to establish the property here by local
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means. We shall therefore make only the induction assumption that for any

LEE(M)

with LD~G, and any point 3'EMreg(F), the distribution IL('y) on 7-l(L(F)) is supported
on characters. It follows from the splitting formula (4.6) that the corresponding distributions on 7-[(L(F) x L(F)) are also supported on characters. Therefore, the formula (4.5)
makes sense.
The secondary ingredients of the invariant local trace formula are simpler. They will
be the invariant distributions attached to the weighted characters
that IrV|
is a representation in Htemp(U(F))•
fixed. The (G, M)-families {ffq(A, ~rv|
P)} and (7~Q(A, TrY|

JM(T, f' • f). Suppose
and that PE'P(M) is
P)} described above

are related by the formula
ffQ (A, ~r~|

~r2,P) = rQ(A, ~rv |

P)7~Q(A, r~/ |

P),

(4.7)

QeP(M), Amid*M, where
rQ(A, Ir~@r2, P) = (rolp(rV)rQip(r2) )-l(r~lP(~r~_h)rQIp(Tr2,h))
is a (G, M)-family constructed from the scalar normalizing factors. As with the (G, M)family ffQ(A, ~rV|
P), the function rQ(A, 7r~/|
P) is well defined only for 7r~/@r2
in general position. However, if T= (M1, or, r) belongs to

rM(lr~|

lim

A--*0

Z

Tdisc(M), the function

rQ(A'rv|

QeTa(M)

is regular at ~r~'|
whenever 7rl and ~r2 belong to H~(M(F)). This follows from the
analogous property for ffMQr~/|
It can also be deduced directly from the fact
that the normalizing factors rQip(Tr), a-EH~(M(F)), depend only on cr. We shall write

rM(T,P)=rM(TrV|

since the special value on the right is independent of lrv |

rM(T, frxf)=rM(T,P)O(Tv,fp)O(r, fp),
on

(4.s)

7rl,~r2eH~(M(F)),

The invariant distributions

f',feTl(G(F)),

(4.9)

TI(G(F) x G(F)) will occur on the spectral side of the invariant trace formula.
THEOREM 4.2.

For any functions fr and f in ~l(G(F)), the expression

Y~ [WoM[[Wg[--i(--1)dim(AM/Ac)fF
IM(~'ftxf)
MEG
eu(M)

d~/

(4.10)
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equals
E twMI IWoCI--I(--1)dim(AM/AC)/Td
iM(T)rM(T'f'xf)dT"
MCs
isc(M)
Proof. Observe

(4.11)

that (4.11) is equal to the expression

IW0MIIWoGI-I(--1)dim(AM~At)
M EL

~

iM(T)FM(T,f'x f),

(4.11")

rM(TX, f! X f ) dA,

(4.9*)

reTdisc( M) / ia*M

where

FM(T,f'xf)=

a,; -1

aVM,tr// a vM,F --1 /

Jia*M,F

for T= (M1, or, r). Similarly, the noninvariant spectral expansion (4.2) equals

IwoMIIWoCl-l(-1)dim(AM/A~)

iM('r),]M('r,f x f),

(4.2*)

]M(r,f'xf)= [R~,r[--I[aVM,~/aVM,FF1fi.*~,~ JM(r~,f'xf) dX

(4.3*)

M6s

~

"rGTdisc(M) /ia*M

where

The first step is to check that the invariant distributions

M(T, f'• f) =

f'• f)

are related to weighted characters by a formula

ffM(%f'xf)= ~ ~L(T,r
LeE(M)

(4.12)

which is parallel to (4.5). The distributions ~LM(T) can be regarded as functionals on
(L(F) x L(F)) 1 which are supported on characters, so the summands on the right hand
side of (4.12) are well defined.
To establish (4.12) we apply the decomposition property [2, Lemma 6.5] to the
product (4.7) of (G, M)-fa.milies. The result is

ffM(lrV|

P) = ~

rL (TrV|

|

Les
in the notation of [2, w

JM(r:|

This in turn leads to a formula

f'x f)= ~
LEE(M)

r~(r,P)tr(nL(~r~|

f)),
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in which ~'--(M1, a, r) belongs to Tdisc(M) and lrl, r2 lie in II,(M(F)). The definitions
(4.3) and (4.3*) express ]M(T, f ' x f) as an integral (over A) of a linear combination of
functions on the left hand side of the last formula. The same operations, applied to a
summand on the right hand side, given the corresponding summand :~(T, CL(f' x f)) for
the right hand side of (4.12). This follows from the definitions (4.9) and (4.9*) of ~L(T),
together with the definitions and an obvious descent property [2, (7.8)] of the map eL.
In this way we derive the required formula (4.12).
Theorem 4.2 is a rather formal consequence of Proposition 4.1 and the identities
(4.5) and (4.12). For convenience, we repeat the argument from [8, Proposition 8.1].
Write jG(f, x f) and IV(f ' x f) for the respective geometric expansions (4.1) and (4.10).
Substituting the identity (4.5) into (4.10), we find that IG(f'x f) equals

ja(f,x f)_ Z IWo lIWoCI-I(--I)dim(AL/Aa)IL(r x f))"
L#G
Our induction assumption insures that for LeG, the distribution I L is supported on
characters. Proposition 4.1 tells us that jc(f~ •
is also equal to the original spectral
expansion (4.2). Write r~(f ' • f) for either invaxiant spectral expansion (4.11) or (4.11").
Substituting the identity
=

f)-

Z

CLM(T'(bL(f'xf))

Les
L~G

obtained from (4.12) into (4.11"), we find that r C ( f ' x f) equals

JG(f'Xf)--Z IWoLlIWoCI--I(--I)dim(AL/Aa)rL(r X f))"
L#G
We are trying to show that the distributions I G and r G are equal. We are certainly
free to assume inductively that this is so if G is replaced by any proper Levi subgroup.
In particular i L ( r
equals #L(r
for any L e s with L#G. The two
expressions we have obtained for I C ( f ' x f) and rC(f'x f) are therefore equal. In other
words, (4.10) equals (4.11), as required.
[]
Our use of the local trace formula in this paper will be confined to a simpler version,
in which one or both of the functions is cuspidal.
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that f' and f are functions in TI(G(F)), and that f is
cuspidal. Then the invariant local trace formula reduces to the identity of an expression

IW~ IWoCI--'(--1)dim(AM/AG)
fr
Mes

elI(M(F))

Ic("/,f')IM("/,f)d3'

(4.13)
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with

n,,(c) fd(r)l-lO(rv' f')e(r, f)

(4.141

dr.

If both f' and f are cuspidal, the formula simplifies further to
o,,(a(F))IG(

,f'llG(

,Yld

=/To.(c)ld(r)l-le(rLf'lO(r,

Yldr.

(4.15/

Proof. We start with the formula of Theorem 4.2, taking f to be the given cuspidal
function. Consider first the geometric expansion (4.101. We shall apply the splitting
formula (4.6) to the integrand Iu(~,f'•
in (4.101. If L is any group in s
with
L~G, the distribution ILM(7) on 7-l(L(F)) is assumed to be supported on characters. We
obtain
IL('7, fQ)=IL(7,(fQ)L)=IL(q, fL)=O, Q 6 7~(L),
from the cuspidality of f. In other words, all the terms in (4.6) with L # G vanish.
Moreover, the coefficient dGM(L',G) in (4.6) vanishes unless L'=M, in which case it
equals 1. (See [4, w
The splitting formula reduces simply to

IM(7, f ' x f)=IM(7, f~p,)IM(7, f),

P' 6 ~ ( / ) .

Since

]~(7, fsp,):lG(7, f'),

76M(F)NGreg(F),

(4.161

by a standard change of variables formula, the geometric expansion (4.101 is equal to
(4.131.
The terms in the spectral expansion (4.111 are easily dealt with. The distributions
O(r) are supported on characters, as we see directly from (2.3). If r belongs to Tdisc(M),
for some Mr
we obtain

rM(r, f' x f) : rM(r, P ) O ( r v, f~)O(r, fp)
----rM(r, p)~)(~_v, f~)~')(~., f M ) = 0,
from the definition (4.9) and the cuspidality of f. Consequently, the summands with
M # G in (4.11) all vanish. This leaves only the leading term, which by construction is
just Idisc(f', f)- (See Proposition 3.1.) It follows from Corollary 3.2 that the spectral
expansion (4.11) equals (4.14). This establishes the first assertion of the corollary.
Suppose that f ' is also cuspidal. Then if M#G, Ia(% f') vanishes for any element
r6M(F)NGreg(F), as we observe from (4.16). The summands with M # G in (4.13)
therefore vanish, and (4.13) reduces to the left hand side of (4.15). This establishes the
formula (4.15), the second assertion of the corollary.
[]
To complete the original induction argument, we have to show that the distributions
IM(~/) on 7-((G(F)) are supported on characters. This will be an immediate consequence
(Corollary 5.3) of the next theorem.
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5. Characters and weighted orbital integrals
The elliptic tempered (virtual) characters O(T) are locally integrable functions on G(F).
We shall establish a formula which relates their values with the invariant distributions

IM(~/) on 7-l(G(F)). The formula is a general analogue of earlier results [1], [3] relating
the characters of discrete series to weighted orbital integrals of their matrix coefficients.
It will be a consequence of the invariant local trace formula, or rather the simple version
of Corollary 4.3.
The contragredient
T = (M1, a, r) --* Tv = (Mr, a v, r)
defines an involution on the set Tell(G) of basic elliptic virtual characters. If q, lies in
M(F)nGreg(F), for some Levi subgroup MEs we have

{[

V(~/)[1/2e(T V, ~), if ~ E / ( F ) e l l ,

~)g (Tv, 7) =

0,

(5.1)

otherwise,

in the notation of w Thus CM(T v) expresses the values of the normalized character of
Tv on (noncompact) tori in G which are elliptic in M.
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that f is a cuspidal function in 7-l(G(F)). Then

IM(~/' f) : (--1)dim(AM/At)

fTen(G)[d(T)I--IOM(TV''r)O(T'
f) dT,

(5.2)

for any group M E s and any G-regular point "r in M(F).
Proof. Suppose that ~/ does not lie in M(F)en. We are still carrying the earlier
induction hypothesis that the distributions IL(~/), LCG, axe supported on characters.
It then follows from a descent formula [4, Corollary 8.3] and the cuspidality of f that
IM(% f) vanishes. The right hand side of (5.2) vanishes by definition, so the formula
holds in this case. It is therefore enough to establish (5.2) when "~ lies in M(F)ell.
To deal with elliptic points in M(F) we apply the simple version of the local trace
formula. Consider the two expressions (4.13) and (4.14) in Corollary 4.3, with f the
given cuspidal function, and f ' a variable function in 7-[(G(F)). The expressions depend
on f ' through different distributions It(3', f ' ) and O(T v, f ' ) . However, O(T v, f ' ) is given
by a locally integrable function, and has an expansion

O(T",f')----~ IWYlIWoC1-1 f r
ME/:

CM(TV'7)Ic(7'f')d7
elI(M(F))
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as in (1.3). Substituting this into (4.14), we collect the coefficients of IG(7, f ' ) in the
resulting identity of (4.13) with (4.14). We see that if
6M(7, f ) =Im("/,

f)--(--1) dim(AM/Ao) Ton(a) Id(r)l--llM(rV' 7)00-' f) dr,

then the expression
[Wgl

[Wgl-l(--1)dim(aM/Ac) ~F

MaC

6M(7, f)Ic(% f') d'y

(5.3)

ell(M(F))

vanishes.
We must show that (~M('~,f) equals 0 for all M and 7- We have so far only established
that the expression (5.3) vanishes if f ' is any function in 7-I(G(F)). To handle the
approximation argument we first enlarge the family of test functions.
LEMMA 5.2.

The expression (5.3) vanishes if f' is any function in C~(G(F)).

Proof. If F is p-adic, the spaces C~(G(F)) and ?I(G(F)) are the same, and there
is nothing to prove. For Archimedean F, however, ~(G(F)) is only dense in C~(G(F)).
We must show that as a function of f ' , the absolute value of (5.3) extends to a continuous
semi-norm on C~(G(F)). This will be a consequence of the estimates in [11, w (as was
the convergence of the various geometric expansions discussed in w
Observe that the difference

6PM(7,f)=6M("/,f)--IM(%f),

7 E M(F)eI1,

is essentially a finite linear combination of values of (normalized) irreducible characters.
It follows from the local integrability of characters that the contribution of 6~(7, f ) to
the absolute value of (5.3) extends to a continuous semi-norm on C~(G(F)).
To deal with the contribution of IM(% f), we first consider the weighted orbital
integral

JM(% h) =

Io(7)11/2/AM(F)\C(F)

h(x-17X)VM(X) dx,

for hET-I(G(F)) and 7EM(F)ennGreg(F). It is not hard to show that there are positive
constants Ch and d such that

IJM(7, h)l <.Ch(l+ I log ID(~/)I I)d
for all 7EM(F)en. This estimate is a consequence of the proof of [11, Lemma 4.3],
which we leave to the reader. (The result from [11] actually dealt with more complicated
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weighted orbital integrals JT(7 , h'x h) on Tl(G(F))x TI(G(F)). However, the technique
applies equally well here.) Recall [4, w that the invariant distributions on 7-I(G(F)) are
defined by a formula

IM(7, h) -- JM('Y,h)- Y~ IL(~,q)L(f))
bef-.(M)
L•G
which is similar to (4.5), and in which eL is the continuous map between the spaces
?-/ac(G(F)) and

Zac(L(F))

introduced in [6, w167

We obtain an estimate

IIM("r,h)[ ~<ch(HM('r))(l+llog ID('r)[ I)d, "r e M(F)en,
where ch(" ) now is a locally bounded function on

aM.

This follows by induction from

the definition of Zac(L(F)), and the estimate above for [JM('7,h)[. We shall apply this
inequality with h=f. We shall also apply the fundamental bound ([17, Theorem 2],
[18, Theorem 14]) of Haxish-Chandra on orbital integrals that was used in [11, w This
result implies an estimate

lie(o,, f')l < a ( f ' ) ,

"ye Greg(F), f ' E ~ ( C ( F ) ) ,

where a ( . ) is a continuous semi-norm on

C~(G(F)).

Since

~,--, (1+ Ilog ID(~r)l I)d
is a locally integrable function on any maximal torus in G(F), and lie(7, f')l is compactly
supported, the contribution of IM(7, f) to the absolute value of (5.3) also extends to a
continuous semi-norm on CF(G(F)).
We have shown that the absolute value of (5.3) extends to a continuous semi-norm
on C~(G(F)). Since (5.3) vanishes for any function f ' in the dense subspace
of C~(G(F)), it vanishes for any f ' in C~(G(F)).

7-I(G(F))
[]

We can now finish the proof of the theorem. Fix a group M ' E s and a G-regulax
element "7'EM'(F)en. The centralizer T'=G.~, of q / i n G is of course a maximal torus.
We take f'EC~(G(F)) to be supported on the open set of elements in G(F) which axe
conjugate to points in

T'(F)MGr~g(F).
"7~ Ic(7, f'),

The function

"r' eT'(F)MGreg(F),

is of course symmetric under the Weyl group W(G(F), T'(F)) of T'(F). However, we
are free to vary f ' so that this function approaches the sum of Dirac measures on T~(F)
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at the W(G(F),T'(F))-translates of 7'. On the other hand, ~M(7, f) is smooth in %
Moreover, as a function on the set
{(M, 7): M 9 s

9 r,ll(M(F))

nGr,g(F)},

6M ('7, f) is symmetric under the natural action of W0G. The set of WoG-orbits of such pairs
is bijective with the set of G-regular conjugacy classes in G(F). Therefore, the symmetry
condition on IG(7, f') in (5.3) is matched by a symmetry condition on 6M(7, f). As
IG(7, if) approaches the sum of Dirac measures, the expression (5.3) approaches
(_ 1)dim(AM,/AG)[W(G(F), T'(F))[~M, (7', f).
Since (5.3) vanishes for all such f', we can assert that 6M,(7', f) also vanishes. In other
words,

1M, ('r', f) =

(-1) d~(AM'/A~ fT,

n(G)

Id(r)l--lCM,(Tv, ;')O(r, f) dr.

This becomes the required formula (5.2) if we relabel M' and q / b y M and V.

[]

The theorem allows us to complete the induction argument begun in w
5.3. The distributions

COROLLARY

IM(7, f),

M 6 s 7 9 M(F)NGreg(F), f 9 ~(G(F)),

on 7-l(G(F) ) are supported on characters.
Proof. Fix a function fCTI(G(F)) such that fG=0. We must show that IM(7, f)
vanishes for any M and 7. The condition on f implies that the function is cuspidal. It
also implies that the right hand side of (5.2) vanishes. The identity (5.2) then tells us
that IM(7, f)=O.

[]

It might be helpful to restate a version of the theorem in a more concrete form. For
simplicity, assume that G is semisimple, and that

T=(Ml,a,r),

M16s aCII2(MI(F)), rCR~,,reg,

is an element in Tell(G) with Z~={1}. This last condition is essentially that the cocyle
7/~ of w splits, so we may also assume that R(r, a) equals R(r, a).

ii0
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COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that f is a function in 7-I(G(F)) such that for any triplet
,
, ,r , ),
(M~,a

Ml, e E , a' e

II

,
r I eR~,,
2(M~(F)),

the expression
tr(R(a',r')Ip,(a', f)),

P' e P(M'),

vanishes unless ( M ~, a', r' ) belongs to the WoC-orbit of ( Mx , a, r ) , in which case it equals 1.
Then IM(% f) equals

tr(~(r))lD('r)l~/2O(Trv,'Y),

(--1) dim(AM) IR~,~]-ll det(1 -r)1-1
oen(R~)

for any G-regular point "y in M(F)ell.
Proof. Though it may already be clear, let us just convince ourselves that f is
cuspidal. Clearly f is a pseudo-coefficient for T, in that
O(r',f)=(

1, i f r ' = %
0, otherwise,

for any "r'ET(G). Suppose that LEt: is a proper Levi subgroup of G. As a function on
T(L), fL satisfies

fL(TL)=O(TLC,f),

"rL e T ( n ) ,

where TL
c is the WoG-orbit of TL. This follows directly from Proposition 2.1. Since the
image of T(L) in T(G) is disjoint from Ten (G), a set which contains T, the function fL
vanishes. Therefore f is cuspidal.
We apply the theorem, taking into account the definition (3.5) of the measure on
Ten(G) and the definition (3.7) of d(T). We obtain

IM(% f) = (--1) dlm(AM)IR~,~I-11 det(1--r)l--l~M(T v, "y).
But the formula (2.3), applied to a v instead of a, gives a decomposition
O(TV) =

~
tr(0(r))O(Try)
een(R~,)

for the virtual character O(TV). Therefore

9 M(~ v, -y) = ID(-y)tl/~ 0(~ v, -y) = ~ tr(~(r))lD('~)ll/~ e(~ v, ~).
0
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The corollary follows.

Remarks.

[]

(1) Consider the special case that 0(% f ) is supported on the subset
{T = (G, a, 1 ) : a e II~(G(F))}

of Tell(G). The right hand side of (5.2) is then a linear combination of characters of
discrete series. Under the additional assumption that F is Archimedean, Theorem 5.1
reduces to an earlier formula [7, Theorem 6.4]. This special case is also closely related
to the main results in [1] and [3].
(2) It is sometimes convenient to express the right hand side of (5.2) in terms of the
function

fc(~r,X)=/,5,Ffv(~-~)e-~(X)dA=/,5,
for elements T=(M1, a, r) in T~n(G) and X in
is then equivalent to an identity

IM(% f) = ('1) dim(AM/A~)

~

0(T:~,f)e-~(X)dA ,

aV,F. The

(5.4)

assertion (5.2) of Theorem 5.1

Idl(T)f--IOM(Tv, "y)fG(T,HG("7)),

(5.2*)

where
dl(T) =

(5.5)

V
IR ,rl IclVG, /aG,FI
d(T).

This follows immediately from the definition (3.5) of the measure on

Ten(G).

6. O r t h o g o n a l i t y relations
There is a simple consequence of the last theorem that deserves a separate discussion. It
concerns orthogonality relations for our basic elliptic (virtual) characters. We shall show
that the class functions
{~G(7) : r 6 Ten(G)}
on G(F)en, taken up to the equivalence relation defined by the action of the groups
Z~ • ia~, form an orthogonal set; we shall also find an explicit formula for their norms.
The result can be regarded as a generahzation of Harish-Chandra's orthogonality relations
for characters of discrete series.
The orthogonality relations are best motivated from the framework of w

Re-

call that for any aEH2(M(F)), there is a unique bijection ~--~Tr~ of II(/~,X~ ) onto
II~(G(F)) which satisfies (2.3). Equivalently, there is a unique bijection 0--*O from the
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x~-equivariant class functions on R~ onto a space of invariant distributions on

G(F)

which satisfies (2.4). The identity (2.4) can be written
O(f)=

]R~:[-lO(r)tr(R(a'r):rP(a'f))' feT~(G(F)),

Z

where F(Ra) denotes the set of conjugacy classes in Ra- That is,

O(f)= E

Iff~',rl-lO(r)O(Tr'f)'

~er(i~)
for

r~=(M, a,r). This

ought to be viewed as a m a p from finite linear combinations of

Dirac distributions on the space

T(G)

to virtual characters on

G(F).

It is the concrete

expression of the isomorphism, determined by the trace Paley-Wiener theorem, from the

topological dual space of Z(G(F)) onto the space of invariant distributions on TI(G(F))
which are supported on characters. In other words, the map 0--*0 of w extends to
elements 0 in the full dual space Z'(G(F)) of 2:(G(F)). We shall be interested in the case
that 0 is a cuspidal test function. Then O wilt be a locally integrable function on G(F).
We would like to describe the inner product over G(F)dl of two such functions in terms
of the initial two functions on Ten(G).
By a cuspidal test function 0 in Z'(G(F)) we mean a function on T(G) whose transpose
T~0(TV), T 9 T(G),
belongs to

Z(G(F)), and

is supported on Ten(G). Guided by the definition (3.5) of the

measure on Ten(G), and the description above of (2.4), we define a distribution
/

O(f)

0(~-)O(r, f ) dr,

feTI(G(F)),

(6.1)

Ten(G)

TI(G(F)). Then {9 can be identified with a locally integrable class function
G(F). According to our usual convention, we can form the class function

on

9 (7) = ID(7):/20(7)

0(7) on

(6.2)

on Greg(F) and its restriction
G(7) =

7) dr

to Fen(G(F)). Following parallel notation, let us also introduce the function

r

(6.3)
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THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that 0 and O' are two cuspidal test functions in Z'(G(F)).
Then the associated pairs r ~' and r r of functions, defined by (6.2) and (6.3) respec-

tively, satisfy the inner product formula

f

r

f r162

(6.4)

T~n(O)

r~ll(O(f))

Proof. Notice that 7---,Id(r)10(r v) is also a function in Z(G(F)) which is supported
on Ten(G). The trace Paley-Wiener theorem therefore provides us with a cuspidal function fETI(G(F)) such that
fG(r) =

O(T, f )

= Id(7-)lO(7-v),

T e T(G).

We shall apply the formula (5.2) of Theorem 5.1, with M=G. If~/is any G-regular point
in G(F), we obtain

IG(7, f ) = fTe H(G)]d(T)]-ICG(r v, 7)0(7", f ) d'r

-- _of~-.(G)Id(7"v)l-XO(7"v'f)~G(r, 7) dT= ITch(G) O(T)'~G('r,7) dT
= VG(7).

Given 0', we define a second cuspidal function f'ET"I(G(F)) in the same way. It has the
property

%(7) = xc(7,f')= zG(7,T).
The simple version (4.15) of the local trace formula then tells us that the inner product

~o,,(~(,~)),G(~)%(~)d7= J[r e l l ( G ( F ) ) IG(7,f)l~(7,S~)d7
equals
fTet,(G) Id(T)l-lo(7-v' f)O(r, ~-7)dT.
In general, one can write
O(T v, f') -- tr(R(r, aV)~p(a v, f')) ----tr(/~v (r, a)2"~ (a, f')),
8 - 9 3 5 2 0 3 Acta Mathematica 171. lmprimd le 28 octobre 1993
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The term on the right stands for the character of the contragredient of

the representation of R~ x G(F) attached to a. Since this representation is unitary, we
obtain
O(T v, f ' ) = tr(R(r, a)Ip(a, fr) ) = O(T, f').
Substituting this into the expression above, we see that the inner product on the left
hand side of (6.4) equals

To,,(G)Id(T)I--IO(TV'f)O(rV' f') dT.
Since

this can be written as

fTo.(G) Id(r)lO(T)O'(T)dT= fTo,,(G)r
the right hand side of the required formula (6.4).

[]

We shall give two corollaries. The first will be the orthogonality relations for the
basic elliptic (virtual) characters {O(T)}. In the second corollary, we shall derive a dual
inner product formula for the irreducible elliptic characters {O(~re)}.
Any element T=(M, a, r) in T(G) has a central character ff~ on A t ( F ) . That is,

O(T,~/a)----~r(a)O(-r,~/),

3~eGreg(F), a e A G ( F ) ,

where (r is the restriction of the central character of a to AG(F). Suppose that Tr is
another element in T(G) with the same central character. The function
(I)(r, ~)(I)(T', 3'),

3~e areg(F),

is then invariant under A t ( F ) , and can be integrated over the elliptic conjugacy classes
in G(F)/Ac(F). This integral can be expressed as an elliptic inner product

Z
{T}

/

~(T,7)~(r',7)d%

(6.5)

J

T(F)/AG(F)

where {T} is summed over the G(F)-conjugacy classes of elliptic maximal tori in G.
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose that T and r r are two elements in Ten(G) with the same
central character. Then the inner product (6.5) vanishes unless Tt belongs to the

( Zr x ia~ )-orbit of ~- in Tell(G ). However, if T'= T----(M, a, r ) , the inner product equals
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where ~ is the image of r in R~.
Proof. We shall apply Theorem 6.1, with 8 supported on the (Z~ xia~)-orbit of T
and 8' supported on the (Z~, xia~)-orbit of T'. If T and ~-' lie in different orbits, the
right hand side of (6.4) vanishes. We leave the reader to check that for suitable 8 and ~',
the left hand side of (6.4) becomes the inner product (6.5). This implies the vanishing
of the inner product.
To deal with the second assertion of the corollary, in which TI•T • (M, iT, r), we take
8'=0. We first substitute the formula (3.5) for the measure on Tell(G) into the right hand
side of (6.4). We obtain
t

T.,,(a) 1r

dT = Id(',-)l

.]'~_,,(a) le~(,-)l~ dT

= Id(T)l

,,-,,-

loVa,,,v,ov-,z
L.
a,F
z E Z..,- . Z ~

G,F

where Z ~ is the stabilizer of T in Zr. The integrand is independent of z, and since Z ~ is
the stabilizer in Zr of the R~-conjugacy class of r, we have

I~,,,,.I-~ IZ~./Z~ = IR,.,~I -~.
The right hand side of (6.4) becomes

Id(~)l

R ,.,~ -1 ava,,.~laYa,F --1 I
10(rj,)l 2 d.~
J~,, ~,F

=ld(e)l IR~,.I-' f.,~/,,~,o le(',~,)l ~ d~
-V o.V
=Id(~)lle.,~l-1 laG,~/
a,~if

l~(x)l2 dX,

Ja O,~

where

/,

~(X)=a

v

" ~' -i
G,F/aG,~

]

O(rx)e ~(x) dA,

X6aa,~,

is the Fourier transform of ~ relative to the normalized Haar measure on
On the other hand, observe that

r

~,) = r

~')e ~'c~c''~,

,~ e ia~/a~,,,.

iab/a~,~.
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In particular, +(T, 7) vanishes unless
+(7)=
=

fr,

I,(G)

HG(q) belongs to aG,a. Consequently

0(r)+(r, 7) dr

a,r

O'G,a/ G,F

zeZ~.Zo '"b,F
= IR ,,,,I -1 laG,,,~
v avG,FI-1+ (r, 7 ) [
O(r~)e;~(Ha(~))dA
J~a
-- IR~,g-1 lab,/ab,~ I+(r, 7)8(HG(7)).

The left hand side of (6.4) therefore equals
IRa,eI-21G,F/{1G,a
l i l yv

2/
l+(r,7)121@(Ha(7))12dT.
JF.n(G(F))

Since I+(r, 7)12 is invariant under translation of 7 by elements in
the integral in this last expression as
tW(a(F),

T(F))1-1

{T}

/

AG(F), we can write

I+(r, 7)12,7(Ha(7)) dr,

(6.6)

T(F)/AG(F)

where

I"

n(x) = / I~(Hc(7)+Y)I 2 dY,

X 9 aG,a.

aG,F

Identifying the expressions we have obtained for the two sides of (6.4), we see that
the integral (6.6) equals a product
(]Ra,e,2, ~VG,F/aVG,a'--2) ( ' ),,Ra,e]d
(r
--1 ,aG.F/-VavG,a]/
\

]O(X)]2dX),

a aG,a

which in turn simplifies to

IR~+I[4(4)1laa,~/aa,F[ -1 /

I~(X)l2dx.

.2 {10, a

The group aa,F of course has finite index in aa,~. We can therefore choose 0 so that
~?(X) = 1 for any point X in aa,,~. The expression (6.6) then reduces to the required inner
product (6.5). Moreover,
IO(X)]2 dX
G,a

=

E

rl(X) = laa,~/{1a,FI.

XEaG,a/~G, F

The inner product (6.5) therefore equals IRa,el Id(f)l. This was the second assertion of
the corollary.
[3
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ffEH2(M(F)), and suppose that
d e n(k ,

are two elliptic representations in H~(G(F)). Then the elliptic inner product
IW(G(F),T(F))I-' IT
{T}

(F)/AG(F)

ID(~)lO(rQ"Y)O(~rg"Y)d'Y

(6.7)

equals
Id(r)ltr(Q(r))tr(g(r)).
?'ERa, reg

Proof. The character O(~re) is the image of the function
O(Q,r)=tr(Q(r)),

reR~,

under the correspondence of w It follows from (2.4) that
O(~re'~')----[J~l-1 E

tr(~(r))O(rr,~)

----IRal-1 Z

tr(o(r))O(Tr'~[)

rERo

= E

JRa,rl-ltr(o(r))O(rr'7)'

7er(R,)
for any G-regular element ~/in G(F)ell. Here T~=(M,a,r) as before, and the summands
are well defined class functions on R~. If r belongs to the complement o f / ~ , r+g i n / ~ ,
the virtual character O(~-~) is a linear combination of induced characters, and vanishes
on the regular elliptic set. We may therefore take the last sum over the set F(R~,r+g) of
R~-conjugacy classes in R~, reg. The formula becomes
ID(~/)ll/20(Tre' ~/) =

E

IRa,r [-1 tr(L)(r))#(rr' ~/)'

rcr(R.... g)
upon multiplication of each side by ID(~,)I1/2.
We now substitute this formula for ID(-y)ll/20(~r~,7), and we substitute its companion for ID(7)ll/20(re,, 7), into the inner product (6.7). The result is a double sum
over r, r ~EF(Rr reg) of the expression obtained by multiplying
IRa,r I-lIRa,r, 1-1 tr(~(r))tr(~(r'))
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with the inner product

Z IW(G(F)'T(F))I-1 fT
{T}

(F)/AG(F)

r

~f) d')"

By Corollary 6.2, the last inner product vanishes unless r=r t, in which case it equals
IR~,~IId(r)l. Consequently the original inner product (6.7) equals

Z

IR~,rl-lld(r)ltr(Q(r))tr(0'(r)).

rEF(R.... g)
This in turn equals the required expression

IR~I-1 Z

Id(r)ltr(~(r))tr(~(r))"

[]

rE Ra, r e g

Remarks. (1) Suppose that 7rQeYI~(G(F)) and ~re, eII~,(G(F)), where aeII2(M(F))
and a'eH2(M'(F)) have the same central character on AG(F). If (M',a') is not W0Gconjugate to (M,a), it follows easily from Corollary 6.2 that the inner product (6.7)
vanishes. This special case was conjectured by Harish-Chandra [13] and was proved by
Kazhdan [24, Corollary to Proposition 5.4].
(2) We are seeing a miniature dictionary between objects attached to G(F) and
objects attached to the groups/~. This includes the correspondence re ~ Q of irreducible
representations, the analogy between the elliptic sets G(F)ell and Ra, reg, the parallel roles
of the central subgroups AG(F) and Z~ in the formulation of the last corollaries, and
perhaps most striking, the analogy between the Weyl discriminant
D ( 7) -- det(1 - Ad(?,))0/~

on

G(F)/AG(F)

and the function

d(r) = det(1--r),M/,O
on R~=R~/Z~. Corollary 6.3 is one of the clearest statements of this parallelism. It
introduces an elliptic pairing

(~), ~')ell----IRa1-1

Z
rERa, r e g

Id(r)ltr(~(r))tr(~(r))

between irreducible (projective) representations of the R-group. It would be interesting
to investigate this pairing in the various examples [25] of nonabelian R-groups. Perhaps
some version of the pairing might also play a role in the general character theory of Weyl
groups.
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c/M(')'), DM(rM,X) a n d CDM(rM,X)

The objects {IM('Y)} are only one of several families of invariant distributions that arise
from questions on harmonic analysis on

G(F). Some of these distributions are attached

to conjugacy classes, others are associated to intertwining operators and their residues.
All of them are related. The various distributions were defined and discussed in some
detail in the papers [4, w167

and [7]. We shall review some of them in this section,

taking the opportunity to streamline a couple of the definitions.
For reasons discussed in [6, w

Z.(G(F)) with
I(G(F)), as it is defined in

it is convenient to identify objects in

functions of two variables. Thus, if 4) belongs to the space
w we set

=f

r
for any

dia b.F

r

T6T(G) and X6aG,F. This is compatible with the notation (5.4). In the earlier
aa,F. The two

paper [6], Z(G(F)) was defined as a space of functions on Htemp(G(F)) x
interpretations are related by the formula

r

~
tr(QV (r))r
~en(~,x~)

obtained from (2.3). The functions r
smooth in X. In [6, w

X ) in

X),

r=(M,a,r),

(7.1)

:T(G(F)) axe compactly supported and

and [4, w we defined extensions

:I(G(F)) C Zac(G(F)) C :T~r
by successively weakening the conditions of compact support and smoothness. We shall
use these spaces here, and we shall regard their elements simultaneously as functions on
IItemp(G(F)) x

aC,F and on T(G)• aG,F, the two being related by (7.1). In the earlier

papers, we also defined extensions

7-I(G( F) ) C 7-/ac(G(F)) C ~lac(G( F) )
of the Hecke algebra, and we noted that

f--*fc had a natural extension to a continuous,

surjective map from any one of these latter spaces onto the corresponding space above.

MEf-.. If f belongs to 7-I(G(F)), CM(f) is defined as the function on
IItemp(M(F)) x aM,F given by
Fix a group

CM(I,~, X) = [

Jia

tr(nM(~, P)Ip(~rx, f))e -x(x) dA.
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More generally, one can form the function
CMJz(f, 7r, X ) .~

[

tr(~M(Tr~, P)l'p (~r;~,f))e -~(X) dA

(7.2)

J r +ia*M,F
for any point # 6 a ~ for which the integrand is regular. Then CM,~ extends to a continuous map from ~ac(V(F)) to :~ar
which sends 7~r
into I ~ ( M ( F ) ) . (See
[6, w
[4, w
Bear in mind that the image of 7~(G(F)) under CM#,, or in particulax under the map CM, is not generally contained in/7(M(F)). If f lies in 7-/(G(F)),

CM(f, 7r,X) need not be compactly supported in X. However, one can define another
map which preserves the property of compact support at the expense of smoothness.
For each group QeJ:(M), let ~Qea~ be a fixed point in the chamber (a~) + associated to Q which is very fax from any of the walls. Then if X lies in
set

aM, we can

, ( x ) =,Q,
where Q69r(M) is the unique group such that X lies in a~. For any
define a function

r162

J6~ae(G(F)), we

on Htemp(M(F))x flM,f by setting

CCM(f, r, X) = CM,,(x)(f , r, X).

(7.3)

This definition is slightly different from the one on p. 341 of [4]. However, it is a simple
matter to show that cCM maps ~(G(F)) continuously to ~ar
as in [4, w
Moreover, the compact support property [4, Lemma 4.2] remains valid, a fact we will
leave the reader to verify.
The distributions IM(7) are defined inductively as linear functionals on either of the
spaces ~/~r

or

~,~(G(F)), by the formula
JM(7, f)= ~

fLM(7,r

(7.4)

L6s

To know that the definition works, one has to realize that the weighted orbital integral
JM(V, f) makes sense for f in 7~r
on ~ac(G(F)) as well as for functions in the
original space 7~(G(F)). We remark that the reformulation (5.2*) of Theorem 5.1 remains
valid if f is any function in 7~ac(G(F)).
One difficulty with the distribution IM('y) is that it does not preserve the property
of compact support. If f lies in ?~(G(F)), and V is confined to a maximal torus in M(F),
~-"IM(7, f) generally has unbounded support. This is due to the presence of the map
eL in the definition (7.4). The problem can be rectified by replacing eL by eeL. We
obtain invariant distributions
ClM(v)----ClGM(7),

36
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defined inductively by

JM(7,f)= ~

CIZM(7,r

(7.5)

Les

for any function f in 7~ac(G(F)). If f lies in 7-l(G(F))and ~/remains in a maximal toms,
~/-~I~(~/, f) does have bounded support [4, Lemma 4.4].
Recall also that the relations among the various objects are exl~ressed in terms of
invariant maps {0M =OGM}and {cOM=CO~}from ~la~(G(F)) to :r~,~(M(f)). The maps
are defined inductively by formulas

CCM(f)= Z
LCs

0L(r

(7.6)

and

CM(f)= ~ coL(eeL(f)).
Les

(7.7)

The other relations are given by

coL(f)),

(7.s)

el~(%OL(f)),

(7.9)

LEE(M)

/M(7,f)= ~
LE~(M)

and

if M = C ,
LEE(M)

0,

LEE(M)

(Tao)

otherwise,

all being valid for any f in 7-lac(G(F)). (See [4, w
The notion of having support
on characters is relevant to invariant maps as well as distributions. Theorem 6.1 of [4]
establishes this property for tiM(7) , 0M and COM,thereby justifying the notation in the
formulas above. The result reties on the fact that the original distributions IM(7) are
supported on characters, which we of course have established in present local context in
Corollary 5.3.
There are other invariant distributions, which are supported on characters, that
come from residues. We refer the reader to [7, w for the definition of the residue
Res Ib(A) = R~s ~P(Ao)

~,A--*Ao

of a meromorphic function r on a~, c with respect to a residue datum f~ for (G, M).
The operation is essentially just a sequence of iterated residues of ~b at Ao. Applied to
the weighted characters, it yields an invariant distribution
f--*

Res

~,A-*Ao

aA(~M(WA,
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on H(G(F)) for any representation rEl-ltemp(M(F)) and any analytic function aA on
a~, c [6, Lemma 8.1]. One can then establish that this distribution is supported on
characters [7, Theorem 5.2].
Residues arise from changes of contour. Fix lrEIItemp(M(F)), and take aA=e -A(x)
for a point X in aM,F. Consider two other objects, a point # E a ~ in general position,
and a family

.hf = {VL : L e s
where for each L, VL is a point in a~ in general position. Then for each L there is a finite
set RL(#,A/'L) of residue data for (L, M), which depends only on the family
J~fL~---{VLx:L1 E E(M), L1 C L},
with the property that
~+~,;,,F r

dA =
Les
LCL

for any group L'Es
r

,

~'IERL(D,]~fL)

t

and for
L'
= e -A(X) tr(TZM
QrA, P):Z'p (TrA, f)),

SeU(G(F)).

This is a simple consequence of the usual residue theorem [6, Proposition 10.1]. The
residue data are determined in a straightforward geometric fashion from p, )V" and the
G,Af
singular hyperplanes of the function r We set DM, ~ (~r, X, f) equal to

f~t ( '~-"
Res . (e-A(X) tr(7~M(~A,P)Zp(~rA, f)))) dA.
~,F \NER~'~,.Af)N,A--*AnTA
G,JV
Then DM,
v Qr, X) is an invariant distribution on 7-l(G(F)) which is supported on characters.
There are two cases of particular interest. Fix a small point cE a ~ in general position.
We also have the point # ( X ) E a ~ for any element XEaM,F. Set

A[(X, 6) = {vL = #(XL)+eL : L E L:(M)},
XL and eL denote the respective projections of X and e onto aL,F and a~. With
this notation, we define

where

DM(r,X,f)=D~(lr, X , f ) =

D M,u(x)+~,
G'Ar(~ (7r, X , f )

(7.11)
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and
c

G
G,Af(X,e)
DM(rr, X , f ) = cDM(Tr,
X,f)=DM,
e
(Tr, X, f).

(7.12)

We obtain two more families {DM(Tr,X)} and {CDM(r,X)} of invariant distributions
which are supported on characters. The first is defined by the residue scheme of the real
Paley-Wiener theorem and the spectral decomposition of Eisenstein series. The second is
defined by the "inverse" residue scheme. There is no need to include e in the notation; as
a matter of fact, the next lemma implies that the values of the distributions at cuspidal
functions are independent of e. Observe that the value of DM(r, X) or CDM(Tr,X) at
any function f in 7-l(G(F)) depends only on the restriction of f to

G(F) xc = {x e G(F): He(x) = XG}.
It depends in fact only on the derivatives of the function
f

A--, Zp(TrA,fXG) =

]

f(z)Zp(rh, f)dz,

A6a~/,c,

V(F)Xa

up to a certain order, at a finite set of points. In particular, DM(Tr,X) and CDM(Tr,X)
can be regarded as distributions on 7~ac(G(F)). Incidentally, DM(Tr,X) is almost the
same as the distribution defined (and denoted by D~M(rr,X)) in [7, w
The minor
discrepancy, as with the map cCM above, is due to our use here of the point #(X).
There are of course similar distributions indexed by elements in T(M) instead of
Ht~mp(M(F)). The connection is given by the analogue of (7.1). That is,

DM(TM, X, f) =

Z

tr(#V(r))DM(Tre,X, f)

~en(~,x~)
and

CDM(TM, X, f ) =

Z
tr(Q v (r))~DM (TrQ,X, f),
~n(~,x~)

for any element TM=(M1, a, r) in T(M).
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that f is a cuspidal function in ~a~(G(F)). Then OM(f) and

tOM(f) are cuspidal functions in Zar (M (F )) . Furthermore,
DM(TM, X, f) = 8M(f, TM, X)

(7.13)

and
CDM(7"M, X ,

f)
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= tOM(f, TM, X )

(7.14)
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for any TMET(M) and X EaM, F.
Proof. The part of the lemma that pertains

to

OM(f) was established in [7, w

Since the definitions are slightly different here, we must persuade ourselves that the
results continue to hold. The essential step is to verify the analogue of the formula (4.9)
in [4, Lemma 4.7]. In the present context, the assertion is that

OM(h, ~, X) = IM,t,(X)+E(r, X, h),

(7.15)

for any hE~lac(G(F)), 7rEHtemp(M(F)) and XEaM, F. Here

IM,tL(r,X,h)= IM(Trt~,X,h)e -t~(x),

pEa*M,

is the invariant distribution which is supported on characters [4, Theorem 6.1], and which
is defined inductively in [4, w by a formula

Les

Taking # = # ( X ) + ~ , we can write the left hand side of this formula as

CM,~(X)+E(h, ~r,X)-= CM,~(x)(h, 7r,X) = CCM(h, 7r,X) ---- E

t~LM(r

lr, X),

LeE(M)

by deforming the contour of integration in (7.2), and then turning to the definitions (7.3)
and (7.6). Assuming (7.15) inductively, we have

X)

x, eL(h))

=

for any L~G. The required formula (7.15) is then the identity of terms with L=G.
Apply (7.15) with h equal to the cuspidal function f. If ~rEHtemp(M(F)) is properly
induced, the descent formula [4, Corollary 8.5] tells us that IM,,(x)+~(Tr, X, f) vanishes.
Therefore ~M(f, ?r,X) also vanishes. It follows that ~M(f) is a cuspidal function. Combining this with (7.10), we see inductively that the function COM(f) is also cuspidal.
It remains to establish (7.13) and (7.14). At first glance, this might seem to be a
direct consequence of the two pairs (7.6), (7.7) and (7.11), (7.12) of parallel definitions.
However, we must be careful. For example, if • is a nontempered representation
ZR(aA),

RE.TL(Mo), aeHtemp(MR(F)), Ae a*R,C,

of L(F), the function eL(f, Q, X), defined by analytic continuation from its values for
purely imaginary A, is not generally equal to to the integral
/

ia*L.F

tr(nL(0~, Q)iIQ(O~, f

)

d)~, Q e P(L).
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The identity (7.13) is actually false if f is not required to be cuspidal.
It will be enough to prove the identities with TM replaced by any representation
~reHtemp(M(F)). There is also no harm in assuming that Mr
We shall use the
general reduction formula of [7], which for any # and fir, relates IM,~(~r,X, f) with the
L,~L
residues DM,
~ (Tr,X). Applied to the cuspidal function f, the formula is

IM,~(~r,X, f ) =

E

~M,~f)L"X'~(~,X,IL,~'L(f) ),

(7.16)

LEE(M)
in the notation of [7, Corollary 6.1]. IL,~ (f) really stands for the function
(A, Q,X) --* IL,~,~(& XL, f)e -h(x)
of three variables, A6 a~, c, 0 a standard representation of L(F) as above, and X 6 flM,F.
(See [7, (2.5) and the discussion preceding Corollary 6.1].) If Q is properly induced, the
descent formula [4, Corollary 8.5] implies that IL,~,L(~, XL, f) vanishes, as explained at
the beginning of [7, w Since ~ is tempered, ~L,J%fL
IJM, ~ i(Tr) is supported at those Q with
unitary central character (as in the proof of [7, Corollary 6.2]), so it suffices to consider
only the case that ~ is tempered. To obtain (7.13), we take flf=Af(0, E) and # = # ( X ) + ~ .
Following the proof of [7, Corollary 6.2], we see that

IL,vL(Q, XL,f)=IL,~(&XL,f)=O,

@6 Htemp(L(F)), L # G ,

by [4, Lemma 4.5]. In particular, the summands with L~G on the right hand side of
the identity (7.16) vanish. The summand with L=G equals DM(~r, X, f), while by (7.15)
the left hand side of (7.16) equals 0(f, ~r, X). The identity reduces simply to (7.13). To
establish (7.14) we take Af=Af(X,e) and #=~. Then it is the left hand side of (7.16)
which vanishes, while (7.15) tells us that
IL,vL (@, XL, f ) = IL,#(XL)+eL (~0,XL, f ) = OL(f, LO,XL),
for tempered ~). If we assume inductively that (7.14) holds when G is replaced by a proper
parabolic subgroup L, the corresponding summand on the right hand side of (7.16)
equals cO~(OL(f),~r,X). The summand with L=G equals CDM(Ir,X, f). Therefore
(7.16) reduces to

~Du(~r, X, f)+ E ~OL(OL('f)' ~' X) = O.
Lr
We combine this with the equation

eOM('lr,X, f)+ E c0L(OL(f)' 7r, X) ----0
L:/:G
obtained from (7.10). The obvious conclusion is the required formula (7.14). This completes the proof of the lemma.
[]
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8. T r u n c a t e d characters

The invariant distribution CIM(~/,f) is a companion to IM(~y,f). It is given by an inductive definition (7.5) which is obviously parallel to that (7.4) of IM(% f). As we recalled
in w the property that distinguishes ~IM(7,f) from IM(7, f) is its compact support
in 7. Now for cuspidal f , we have an expansion (5.2) for IM(% f) in terms of elliptic
tempered characters of G(F). Is there a similar expansion for CIM('~,f ) ? In particular,
can one be more precise about the support of ~IM(7, f) if f is cuspidal? The answer to
these questions is yes. We shall derive an expansion for r
f) in terms of "compact
traces" of elliptic tempered characters which is parallel to the expansion for IM(7, f).
Set

M(F)G={TEM(F):HM(7)EaG},

Mes

Then if 0 is a finite linear combination of irreducible characters on G(F), and 7 is a
G-regnlar point in M(F), we define the truncated character
{ ~)M(7),
c(I)M('Y) =

0,

if 7 E M(F) G,
otherwise.

In particular, we have

Cr

{ 0,lD(7)ll/O(rV')'

7) ----

otherwise,if'yeM(F)ennM(F)a'

(8.1)

for any rETell(G). Truncated characters play an important role in p-adic harmonic
analysis, as for example in Clozel's proof of the Howe conjecture. The Archimedean case
is simpler. Then Cr
can be ignored if Mr
since it vanishes for ~ in an open
dense subset of M(F), while cqI)M(rV , '~) equals CM(T V, "~) if M=G.
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose that f is a cuspidal function in H(G(F)). Then

~IM('T, f) = (-1) dim(AM/AG) fTen(G) Id(r)1-1r

v, ~)O(T, f) dT,

(8.2)

for any group MEs and any G-regular point "7 in M(F).
Proof. We noted at the end of w that the assertion (5.2) of Theorem 5.1 had an
equivalent formulation (5.2*). The same remark applies here. The formula (8.1) has an
equivalent version

ClM(~, f) = (--1) dim(AM/AG)

~
Idl(r)1-1 CCM(TV,~)fG(T, HG(7)),
reT,,,(G)/~ab

(8.2*)
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in which f is permitted to lie in the larger space

~Qc(G(F)). We

shall prove it in this

form.
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can easily dispense with the case that ~ does
not belong to M(F)ell. The right hand side of (8.2*) vanishes by definition in this case.
To show that the left hand side

~IM('T,f)

also vanishes, we write

CIM(~,f)= ~
Lcs
as in (7.8). By Lemma 7.1 the function

II~4("T,
cOL(f)),

~OL(f)EIac(L(F)) is cuspidal.

We can therefore

apply the descent formula [4, Corollary 8.5] to conclude that

iL

=0.

Thus CIM(')',
f) vanishes, and the formula (8.2*) holds for 7 outside of M(F)~n.
To deal with the elliptic points in M ( F ) , we shall compare the two expressions (5.2*)
and (7.9) for IM(% f). The first one expresses IM(% f ) as a function
F1 ('y) ----( - 1 ) dim(AM/AG)

IdI(T)I--~+M(Tv, "y)fG(T, HG("Y)),

Z
~eVen(C)/ia5

while the second allows us to write

IM("/,f)

in the form

CIM('7'f)"{- Z clL(")"OL(f))"
~en.(M)
L~G
In other words,

CfU(~/,f)~--Fl("Y)-- ~

cfL("Y,OL(f))"

LE~(M)
L~G

Assume inductively that (8.2*) holds whenever G is replaced by a Levi subgroup
By Lemma 7.1 the function

OL(f)EZac(L(F)) is

cuspidal.

LCG.

We can therefore use the

induction assumption to write
cz~L('T, OL(f)) ":- (--1) dim(AM/AL)

idl(~L)l-1 =~'
= ~t~'L
L , v ,"/)OL(:, ~-L,HL(~) ),

2
rL ETen (L )/ ia L
*

for any

LCG; we are

using the notation
c+L(

L

)= c

v

here to emphasize the role of L. Lemma 7.1 also asserts that

OL(f , 7"L,HL(7) ) -~ DL(TL, H L (")'), f ) .
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It thus follows that
F2(7)--

E

r

f) equals the difference between FI('~) and the function

(--1)dim(AM/AL) E

Les
Z,r

Idl(TL)I-lcc~L(T~'7)DL(TL'HL(7)'f)"

TZ,eTen (L)/ia~

Given the G-regular point 76M(F)en, we form the vector HM('7) in aM. This vector
belongs to a chamber a~), for a uniquely determined parabolic subgroup QE.~(M). We
shall consider separately the cases that Q=G and Q#G.
If

Q=G, 7 lies in M ( F ) C. Then
r

,

TETell(G),

from which it follows that F1(7) equals the right hand side of the formula (8.2*). The
vectors HL(7) which

occur in the expression above for F2(7) are each equal to HM(7),

aG. The change of contour involved in the definition of the distributions
DL(TL, HL(7), f) is therefore trivial, and DL(TL, HL(7), f) vanishes for any LCG. Con-

a point in

sequently F2(7) vanishes. We have obtained an identity
f) =

which is just the required formula (8.2*) in the case under consideration.
Suppose finally that Q~G. Then 7 does not lie in M(F) c, so the functions
C&M(TV, 7) on the right hand side of (8.2*) are all equal to 0. To complete the proof of
the theorem, we must show that
semigroup

CIM(7,f) vanishes. Suppose that a is a point in the

F(Q) = {a E AQ(F)
Then 7a is still a G-regular point in

:HQ(a) 6 a~NaG }.

M(F)ell, and the vector

H M (Ta)

----

HM (7) + HQ(a)

stays within the chamber a~. We shall study the identity

ClM('ya, f) ----Fl (Ta)- F2('ya)

(8.3)

as a function of a.
The left hand side of (8.3) is a compactly supported function ofa. Since we are taking
f in 7-/(G(F)), this follows from [4, Lemma 4.4]. Our remaining task is to establish that
the right hand side of (8.3) behaves in the opposite way. We shall show that the function
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on the right is F(Q)-finite. This means that its F(Q)-translates span a finite dimensional
space of functions of a, or equivalently, that the right hand side of (8.3) is a finite sum

E Pk(HQ(a))r

(8.4)

k
where {~k} are quasi-characters on

AQ(F) and {Pk} are

polynomial functions on

aQ.

To this end, we observe that the first function F~ (~a) on the right hand side of (8.3)
is a finite linear combination of virtual characters
Cu(rV,Ta),

reT~ll(G)/iaS.

Each such virtual character can in turn be written as a finite linear combination of
irreducible tempered characters

OM (Tr, "/a) = ID('ra)l

1/20(~, "),a).

If F is Archimedean, "yF(Q) is contained in a connected component of

T(F)nGreg(F),

where T is a maximal torus in G. In this case one concludes from Harish-Chandra's
theory of characters on real groups, and the differential equations they satisfy, that each
OM(Tr, 7a) is a F(Q)-finite function of a. If F is p-adic, we can use Casselman's theorem
[15, Theorem 5.2]. This result provides a formula

cM( ,
for

~I)M(TI") in

= cM(

q,

terms of the normalized Jacquet module
7rQ = ( 5 ~ ) - 1 / 2 7 / ' N ~ = (sQ)l/27rNc~

attached to the group O E P(MQ) opposite to Q. Since ~rQ has finitely many composition
factors, each (I)M(Tr,~/a) is a F(Q)-finite function in the p-adic case as well. It follows
that Fl(Ta) is a F(Q)-finite function of a. To deal with the second function
observe that if L is not contained in MQ, the vector HM(~/a) does not lie in
truncated characters cd)L
{_Y,"y) vanish. It follows that
XM~flL

F2('~a),

aL, and

the

(--1)dim(AM/AL)E Idl(TL)I--1COLM(T~'"/a)DL(TL,HL(9'a), f),
LeLJ(M)
LCMQ

"rL

where rL can in fact be summed over a finite subset of Tell (L)/ia*L. If TL equals (M1, a, r),
the function
a-~ c~(~Z,~a),

a e F(Q),
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is just a multiple of the central character of a. Moreover, DL(rL, HL(~a), f) is a finite
linear combination of residues, taken with respect to the complex variable AEa~,c, of
functions
tr(T~L(Tr~, P):rp(Tr)~,/))e -~(HL('r)+HL(a)),

7r E Ha(L(F)).

As a function of a, any such residue is obviously the product of an unramified quasicharacter with a polynomial in HL(a). It follows that F2(Ta) is also a F(Q)-finite function
of a.
We have just established that
Fl(~a)-F~(~a),

a~

r(Q),

the right hand side of (8.3), is F(Q)-finite. It is therefore of the general form (8.4). We
have also observed that the same function, as the left hand side of (8.3), is compactly
supported in aEF(Q). The two properties are mutually exclusive. They force each side
of (8.3) to vanish. In particular, CIM(~/a, f) equals 0 for each aEF(Q). Taking a=l, we
obtain the required property that tiM(7, f) vanishes. This establishes the formula (8.2*)
in the final case that Q~G. The proof of the theorem is complete.
[]
Observe that the theorem gives a precise description of the support of CIM(7, f).
This has an application to the maps CCM(f), which may play a role in the study of p-adic
orbital integrals. We know that for any fE~(G(F)), the functions X"'+CCM(f,TM,X)
are compactly supported. We shall show that with a (noninvariant) condition on f,
stronger than cuspidality, the support has a description like that of the theorem.
A function fET-I(G(F)) is cuspidal if and only if the invariant orbital integrals

JG('~, f) = IG("/, f),

7 E Greg(F),

vanish for ~, in the complement of the elliptic set G(F)en. We shall use the uninspired
phrase cuspidal with respect to weighted orbital integrals for the stronger condition that
all of the weighted orbital integrals

JM(% f),

M E s ~ E M(F)AGreg(F),

vanish except in the case that M equals G and ~/lies in G(F)en. (The term very cuspidal
has been taken [30], and denotes a slightly different property.) Observe, for example, that
any function which is supported on G(F)en is cuspidal with respect to weighted orbital
integrals. Since we also require that the function lie in TI(G(F)), this example pertains
essentially to the p-adic case. It can be used to study the invariant orbital integrals of
spherical functions.
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COROLLARY 8.2. Suppose that ] ~7-I(G(F) ) is cuspidal with respect to orbital inte-

grals, and that MEE.. Then the ]unction CCu(f) is cuspidal, and its values

CCM(f, TM,X),

TM ET(M), X eaM,F,

vanish for elements X in the complement o.f aGnaM, F.
Proof. We shall combine the theorem with the inductive definition

JM(~[,f) ~-- ~ c~D(~,CCL(f)), ~ e M(F)nG~eg(F),
LeE(M)
of ~IM(~/). If M----G, CCM(f ) equals fG, and the assertions are obvious. We can therefore
assume that M~G. Then the left hand side of the formula vanishes by assumption.
Moreover, tiM(7) equals IM(7), and is simply the invariant orbital integral on M(F).
We obtain

I~(~/'CCM(f))------- Z

cxL(~'CCL(f))'

(8.5)

LEE(M)
L~M

for any G-regular element 7 in M(F).
Assume inductively that the assertions of the corollary are true if M is replaced by
any group LEs
with L ~ M . Then the functions eeL(f) on the right hand side of
(8.5) axe cuspidal. Applying the version (8.2*) of the theorem, with G replaced by L, we
write the right hand side of (8.5) as

Z (_])dim(AMIAL)+I
Z
L
V
c
Id1(TL)I- - l c ~M(TL,"/)
r
L#M
rL ETeil (L)/ia~

TL,HL(~)) 9

(8.6)

Suppose that ~/does not lie in M(F)elI. Then the functions ~ LMttTV
L,~') vanish by definition, and the right hand side of (8.5) equals 0. We have taken 7 in M(F)NGreg(F),
but this set is dense in Mreg(F). It follows that
=0

for any 7 in the complement of M(F)ell in Mreg(F). Consequently, CgpM(f) is a cuspidal
function in ~ac(M(F)), as required.
To deal with the second assertion of the corollary, we shall again use the fact that
IM(7, ~r
equals (8.6). Fix a point X in the complement of aG in aM,F. We claim
that IM(7,~r
for any point ~/ in M(F)nGreg(F) with HM(7)=X. Suppose
this is not so. Then one of the summands in (8.6) is nonzero. From the nonvanishing of
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coLM\(TLV, I~,~
/ we infer that X lies in aLNaM,F. In particular, X is also equal to
From the nonvanishing of the second function

HL(7).

COL(f , TL, HL(7) ) ----COL(f , TL, X )
and our induction hypothesis, we conclude that X actually lies in aGNilM,F. This contradicts the assumption on X. The claim is therefore valid. It remains for us simply to
evaluate a distribution ~)(TM),

TME T ( M ) ,

on the cuspidal function

COM(f).

It follows

easily from the formula (1.3) that

COM(f,TM,X) = f r

7)IM(7,

COM(f)) d7,

where d7 is the appropriate measure on the set
{7 e Fell(M(F)):

HM(7) ----X}.

We have just seen that the integrand vanishes on the G-regular classes, a set whose
complement has measure 0. It follows that

COM(f,TM,X)----Ofor

any

TMET(M).

This

establishes the second assertion of the corollary.

[]

9. C h a r a c t e r s a n d r e s i d u e s
We shall finish the paper with a simple application of Theorems 5.1 and 8.1. We shall establish a relation between elliptic tempered characters and residues of intertwining operators. The characters will take their usual form as the normalized functions {OM(T v, 7)}
and their truncated analogues {COM(TV, 7)}. The residues will come in through the two
families

{DM(TM,X)}

and

{CDM(rM,X)}

of distributions discussed in w

We shall in

fact prove two identities, in which the two functions associated to characters are related
separately to the two families of distributions.
The invariant distributions

{DM(TM, X), CDM(TM, X ) :TM E Ten(M), X E aM,F}
are supported on characters. Their values at cuspidal functions f E TI(G(F)) can therefore
be written as linear combinations of distributions

DM(rM, X, f) =

~
rETen(G)/ia~

fC(T, XG).

We obtain expressions

DM(rM,X, r)fa(r, X a )

(9.1)
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and

CDM(TM'X'f)=

E

CDM(rM'X'r)fG(T'X~

(9.2)

rETen(G)/ia5
with uniquely determined coefficients {DM(TM, X, T)} a n d {eDM(TM, X, T)} s u c h t h a t

DM(TM, X, ZTA) = Xr(Z)DM(TM, X, r)e -a(x~)
and

CDM(TM, X, zTX) = Xr(z)CDM(TM, X, T)e -A(Xa),
for any zEZr and AEia~.
These coefficients are curious objects. If we work backwards through their definitions
in terms of residues, keeping in mind that the residues define invaxiant distributions,
we see that they are related to subquotients of induced representations. For example,
if TM:O" and r=lr are square integrable representations (in II2(M(F)) and H2(G(F))
respectively), and X is constrained to lie in any of the convex cones in the relevant
decomposition of aM, DM (rM, X, r) and CDM(1-M, X, T) are finite linear combinations of
functions

ph(X)e -h(x),

A E a*M,C, pA(X) e C[X],

(9.3)

taken over points A at which the induced representation I p ( a A ) is reducible. More precisely, Zp (c%) should have irreducible constituents whose expansions in terms of standard
representations contain 7r. The residue operations will assign polynomials to these constituents, the sum of which equals pA(X).
As before we shall write

~Lm /Tv
and
:

(]}M(TL,7),

TLeT(L), 7eM(f)AGreg(F),

for the normalized characters on a Levi subgroup LE~(M).
THEOREM 9.1. Suppose that r belongs to Ten(G), that M is a group in f~, and that
7 is a G-regular point in M(F). Then

dL(rL, r) CM(TL,~/)DL(TL,HL('y), r)

(9.4)

L rL

and
L
v
C~M(rv, 7) = E E dL(TL, T)~M(TL,
~) c DL(rL, HL(7), r),

L rL

(9.5)
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where L and TL are summed over s

and Tell(L)/ia*L respectively, and

dL (TL, r) = (-- 1)dim(AL/Ac) Id1(rL)l-lid 1(T)I.
Proof. Suppose that f is a cuspidal function in 7-((G(F)). To derive the first formula,
we start with an expression
[d1( r a ) [ -1 •M(TG,v "~)fa(fa, He(7)),

(9.6)

"ra eTell (G)/ia~

obtained from the version (5.2*) of Theorem 5.1. We shall repeat some of the formal
manipulations of the proof of Theorem 8.1. According to (5.2*), the expression (9.6)
equals the product of (--1) dim(AM/AG) with IM(7, f). This can in turn be written

(--1)dim(AM/Ac) CiLM('7,0L(Y) ),
LeE(M)
by (7.9). But OL(f) is cuspidal by Lemma 7.1. We can therefore apply the version
(8.2*) of Theorem 8.1, with G replaced by L, to the summand c/~r ', OL(f)). The whole
expression becomes

(--1) dim(AL/AG)
LEs M)

~
Idl(u)1-1c-L"
rt. eTen(L)/ia*L

v , "Y)eL (/,

).

The last step is to make the substitution

OL(f, U, HL(7)) = DL(TL, HL(7), f )
=

~
Oz(rn, HL(7), rc)fG(TG, HG(7)),
rGETeu(G)/iab

which comes from Lemma 7.1 and the definition (9.1). With this substitution, the expression becomes a linear combination of functionals fG(TG, Ha(7)). The coefficient of
fG(T, HG("/)) is in fact the product of Id~(r)1-1 with the right hand side of (9.4). The
same coefficient in the original expression is simply the product of Id1(7-)1-1 with the left
hand side of (9.4). If we take f to be a pseudocoefficient of T, the identity (9.4) follows.
To derive (9.5), we perform similar manipulations on the dual expression

Idl(TG)1-1 CCM(T~, "/)fG(TG, HG(~')).
r~eTe,,(a)liab
Applying the formulas (8.2*) and (7.8) in turn, we reduce the expression to

(--1)dim(AM/AG)iL ('T, COL(f)) 9
Les

(9.7)
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The formula (5.2*) for I L ( 7 ) then expands the expression to

Z (--1)dim(AL/AG)
Z
[d1(TL)[--Ir
LeE(M)
TLeTell(L)/ ia*L

9")Ct?L(f,TL, HL(9")).

Finally, with the substitution

COL(f, TL,HL(9"))----

~

CDL(TL,HL(~/),~'G)fG(~'G'HG(9"))'

~'GeTen (G)/ia 5

obtained from Lemma 7.1 and the definition (9.2), we arrive at a linear combination
of functionals fG(TG, HG(9")). Comparing coefficients of fG(T, HG(7)) in the initial and
final expressions, as before, we obtain the required identity (9.5).
[]

Remarks. (1) The sum over L in (9.4) is a bit misleading. If f is Archimedean,
the terms with L~tM vanish almost everywhere, and can be ignored. These terms also
vanish for p-adic F if HM (9') does not lie on any of the singular hyperplanes in aM. The
identity (9.5), on the other hand, is a kind of inversion formula, and here the sum over
L is an essential ingredient.
(2) The formula (9.4) gives an interpretation for the restriction to M(F)en of a
(virtual) character O(T v) on G(F). There is another well known such interpretation. In
the p-adic case it is Casselman's theorem [15] for characters in terms of Jacquet modules.
For real groups it is Osborne's conjecture, proved by Hecht and Schmid [23], for characters
in terms of np-homology modules. The residues DM(TM, X, T), which account for the
character exponents here, are not so explicit. Still, it would be interesting to try to relate
them directly to Jacquet modules or np-homology modules.
We conclude with a few informal comments on a possible application of the results
in w167 Fix a cuspidal function fE~(G(F)). Suppose also that ~r is a representation
in IItemp(M(F)), and that a(A) belongs to the Paley-Wiener space on ia*M,f. For some
purposes it would be useful to understand the integral
a(A) tr(T~M(Zr~, P)Zp(Tr~, f)) dA

~a

(9.8)

M,F

as a linear functional in a(A). This integral appears, for example, in Waldspurger's
formula [38, w Th~or~me] for orbital integrals of spherical functions on GL(n). Similar
integrals have been studied by Laumon [33] and [34] in work on the cohomology with
compact support of Shimura varieties.
One can apply Fourier inversion to a(A). The problem becomes that of understanding

J~ia
~w,v

e -~(x) t r ( n M (lr),, P)Zp(~rx, f)) dA = (~M(f,

X)
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as a function of XEaM,F. In view of (7.1), this is in turn equivalent to studying the
function

x -~ OM(f,~M,X),
for a fixed element rMCT(M).

Suppose that f is actually cuspidal with respect to

weighted orbital integrals. Then one can exploit the expansion

OM(f,rM,X)= ~

c0~(~

LeE(M)

given by (7.7). Indeed, cOL(f ) is a cuspidal function by Corollary 8.2, and one can apply
Lemma 7.1. This yields an identity
c0L(C0L(f), TM, X) = c o l (7"M, X, COL(f)),
which in fact vanishes unless

OM(f, TM,X)=

TM

Z
L6/:(M)

lies in Ten(M). It follows from the definition (9.2) that

Z

cDL(~'M'X'TL)COL(f'TL'XL)"

(9.9)

"rL 6Tell( L ) / ia*L

The problem then reduces to studying COL(f , TL, XL) and CDLM(TM,X, TL) separately as
functions of X.
The qualitative behaviour of the right hand side of (9.9) is pretty clear. By Corollary
8.2, COL(f, TL, XL) is supported on the set of XEaM,F which lie in aL@aG. On the other
hand, if X remains in the appropriate chamber, cDL('rM, X, TL) is a linear combination
of functions (9.3). One could hope to obtain more information about these functions
from the inversion formula (9.5).
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